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NORTH EASTERN TARt;'NAKI: 1891 to 1945 

C:;.APTER I - INTRODUCTION: 

Jobberns has said that, liThe making over of the 

accesible parts of the North Island inland forest was 

the outstanding achievement of our people in the making 

of the present grassland landscape. The achievement of 

all these ordinary struegling people makes the really 
1 

significant history of the North Island". In this 

thesis it is intended to study the evolution of the 

settlement pattern in one small portion of this area of 

'inland forest' in order to help explain the landscape's 

final appearance. The settlement pattern forms the basis 

of any cultural landscape, and, as man is the principal 

agent in the formation of this landscape, the where, 

when and intensity of his occupation is a basic factor 

in its evolution. As ',7illiams has noted "unless the 

fringes of the stages in the spread of settlement are 

defined in time and space, then there is little hope of 

the geographer being able to determine either the signifi

cant or the sometimes subtle changes in the changing land-
2 

scape of the world". 

The study area is located in the North-Eastern 

section of the Taranaki Uplands. The Taranaki Uplands 
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have been defined by Johnston as "the broken hill country 

that lies mainly within the Taranaki Province wast of a 

line through Te Kuiti, Taumaranui and Wanganui and east 
3 

of a line from Urenui to Patea tl
• North Eastern Taranaki, 

for the purposes of this study, is defined as that area 

of the Taranaki Uplands within the administrative boun

daries of Clifton County and what is now the Whangamomona 

Riding of Stratford County (Fig. 1.1) 

The development of the settlement pattern in this 

area passed through several distinct periods that must 

be briefly summarised as they are essential to the basic 

approach used in this study. 

As McCaskill noted "the 1890's were the 'boom' 

years of Taranaki when the population grew at a rate 

faster than in any other province. The lowlands were 

completely occupied and the farming frontiers advanced 

fingerlike into the valleys of the tangled mass of hill 
4 

country to the east of Stratford". From 1891 to 1911, 

under the impetus of the land legislation policy of the 
5 6 

Liberal Party, booming economic conditions and a keen 

demand for land, the basic features of the settlement 

pattern were established. 

The second stage in development encompasses the 

years from 1911 to 1926, a period of consolidation and 

limited expansion. The 1914-18 war, the post-war boom 

from 1918 to 1920 and the depression of 1921, all played 
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a part in the evolution of settlement. The latter 

staGes of this period were characterised by a growing 

concern over the problem of the deterioration of past

ures associated with the appearance of secondary growth. 

The period culminates in the Deteriorated Lands Act of 

1925, which attempted to give settlers the means by 

which to deal with the problem of pasture deterioration. 

The stage in development, from 1926 to 1945, was 

characterised by the widespread abandonment of many 

farms and the gradual reversion of large areas of grass

land to secondary growth. This was due chiefly to the 

severe drop in prices for primary produce associated 

with the depres on of 1929-33. The decline in popula

tion was rapid and this period was characterised by 

contraction and decay in the settlement pattern. 

The settlement pattern as it exists today, is 

basically the same as in 1945 and 1945 is a convenient 

finishing point. However, a fourth period can be recog

nised from the early 1950's with the application of 

modern techniques and legislation, such as aerial top

dressing, the use of bulldozers and as stance from 

the Marginal Lands' Board. This period, however, is 

still in its incipient stages, and has had very little 

influence on the basic settlement pattern. 
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METHODOLOGY: 

The problem of describing an area at any point in 

time, such as the settlement pattern, is the problem of 

the static expression of what is essentially a dynamic 

situation. The basic framework to be utilised in this 

study, to alleviate this problem, is a series of cross 

sections illustrating the different stages of evolution, 

with a connecting narrative on intervening changes and 

the social and economic determinants of change. This 

was the method used by J .0.1,1. Bro in his study of the 

3anta Clara valley in California and as Darby notes: 

"this device of formally separating the explanatory 

Itsocial-economic determinants" from the description 

of the landscape at each period, serves not only to 

furnish a genetic explanation of each landscape but 

also to provide connecting links between the successive 
7 

views!!. To obtain a reasonably comprehensive analysis, 

at least four cross-sections are needed; 1891, 1911, 

1926 and 1945. The first cross-section sets the open-

ing scene and each successive cross-section is set at 

the end of a distinctive period of development, with 

connecting narratives providing links between these 

successive views. 
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SOURCES: 

The census data, which forms the basis of the maps 

of population distribution, is extremely detailed and 

valuable. Duncan said of the New Zealand census that 

Ifin the census tables showing the population of town

ships and localities within counties for every census 

from 1878 onwards, the historical geographer has a body 

of source material that is unrivalled in the records of 
8 

New Zealand for detail and accuracylf. Population den-

sity is one of the most revealing of all sources for 

delineating the spread of settlement, but it is also 

the most restricted in use, being limited to the years 

on which the census was taken. This hinders the selec-

tion and. delineating of the critical periods in the 

development of settlement, which because of the short 

span of time involved needs to be defined carefully. 

This problem is compounded by the absence of the regular 

five-yearly census in 1931 and 1941 due to abnormal con-

ditions within the country. A second problem arises in 
9 

the Arc definition of census categories, the boun-

daries of which are impossible to define precisely. 

Despite these problems and limitations, the data has 

proved extremely valuable in delineating the spread of 

settlement. 

The second major source of statistical material has 
10 

been from annual agricultural and pastoral statistics. 
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The area of land in occupation and cultivation, the 

number of holdings and the average size of holdine;s, 

give a sensitive indicntion of the progress and trends 

within the farming industry. The graphs plotted from 

this data compensate for the hiatus in census materia.l 

and provide a continuous stati.stical link between the 

successive views of the landscape. The most severe 

limitation in the data is the absence of detailed statis

tics prior to 1916 and the lack of figures on early dev

elopment in ~bangamomona county, which was not formed 

until 1907. 

The third major source of primary material has been 

the records of the Lands and Survey Department. The 

annual reports of the Lands and Survey Department in 

the Appendices to the Journals of the House of Represen

tati ves contain quite detailed inform8.tion on the area 

of land avai.lable for settlement, land that was taken 

up for settlement during the yea~tand type of tenure. 

Although these figures apply to the Taranaki Land District 

as a whole, they are of relevance, as most of this new 

settlement was takins place in the inland areas. The 

reports on the progress of roads under the control of 

the Department also cont::'in detailed information on the 

progress of settlement, the development of new roads to 

Crown Lands, the maintenance and development of the older 

roads and some of the problems that had to be overcome 
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in the development of eood communications in the area. 

rhese all have relevance to a greater or lesser extent 

to the evolution of the settlement pattern. Reports 

on the progress of special government schemes give de

tailed stE,tistics on the annual progress of these settle-

ments which were common in Inland Taranaki. Associated 

with these annual reports are large scale maps showing 

land taken up during the year; land that was available 

for settlement, and a map showing the construction of 

roads serving to open Crown Lands. 

The Lands and Survey Department in New Plymouth has 

a collection of the original Crown Grant maps showing 

the date of freehold purchase or the taking up of a 

lease, the type of tenure and the name of the owner. 

A map was constructed fro:r:l these records in an attempt 

to show the growth of settlement. Problems in ascertain

ing the actual date of occupation, or whether or not land 

was occupied at all and the spread of settlement, meant 

that this map has had very little practical application. 

Research in this region is handicapped, as D. Tv:. Frank 
11 

noted, "by the absence of any local newspaper". For 

much of the period the region looked towards Stratford 

and 'v'Jai tara for their local newspaper. The collection 

of Waitara newspapers is limited and so the majority of 
12 

research was concentrated on the Stratford newspapers. 
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This source proved unsa.tisfactory as most of the refer-

ences to the region in "The .stratford Evening Fost" were 

mainly concerned with social functions. The two provin-

cial papers, the "Taranaki Daily News" and the "Taranaki 

Herald", because of their large circulation areas have 

little relevant detail. The personal point of view of 

settlers is, therefore, principally obtained from parlia-

mentary debates and where farmer's remarks can be sub-

stantiated, such as before Government commissions. 

The secondary sources of the region are limited, 

there being very little written on the settlement of the 

Uplands. The two most valuable secondary sources have 

been two unpublished :r:.A. theses. These are D.ri. Frank's 
13 

"The History of Lanel Development in the Taranaki Uplands" 

and W.E. Johnston's "The Development of Communication 
14 

Lines Across the Taranaki Uplands". Local histories 

and jubilee handbooks are also limited. James Garcia's 

"The History of '\Vhangamomona County" is quite detailed 

with regard to the growth and details of settlement, but 
15 

rather parochial in analysis. Local Taranaki histories 

concentrate mainly on the early days of Taranaki settle

ment with little reference tothe development of settle-

ment in the inland areas. The remaining important source 

used was several articles on the problems of farming in 

Inland Taranaki found in the New Zealand Journal of 
16 

Agriculture. 
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This clw.pter a'r~tempts to examine North-Eastern 

THranaki, lloth in physical and hum;ln terms, before the 

main eastward expansion of settlement in the mid 1890's. 

The physiccll environment needs briefly to be sketched 

as it 11ad an j~mporta"nt Rnd modifying i,nfluence on the 

evolution of the settlement pattern. W.B. Johnston, 

commenting on the relationsbip between the distribution 

of population c1nd cOl!Ullunicntion lines in inland l'ars.nRki, 

said that such stud.y exemplifies ., the restrictive nnd 

permissive' relations of human activities to physical 
1 

conditions." 

Because the settlement pattern of the region did 

not develop in isolation,a brief description of the 

develolJment of l!Iaori and European settlement in Tar3naki 

is another neceu::3c)ry preliminary. The lowland areas 

of Taranaki, especially around the towns of '::ai tara, 

Inglewood and 3tratford, were the bases from which most 

of the eastern renetration beean. 

Fin8.lly, a brief description and a map of the dis-

tribution of populo.tion in 1891 aTe 8. necess;:;ry prelirn-

inary. The 1891 census was the last census prior to 

the main eastward expansion of settlement. It provides, 

therefore, a description of the settlement framework from 

\vhich expansion into the uplands took place. 
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LJ~lm FOr:l'.:":"TION ,\.rm LAND FOTIM;3: 2 

'The mase of the land in North-Eastern Tara.naki is 

marine in origin; at the end of the tertiary period it 

was elevated to form an expanse of land made up of hori

zontally bedded, gently undulating mudstones and sand

stones. Under the continuous action of weathering, an 

intricate drain~ge pattern developed on these soft sed

imentary rocks, resulting in 8. landscape of deeply 

dissected hills. Isolated renmants of the original 

undulating -surface escaped the influence of heavy 

wec1thering forming tablelands and terraces at high 

elevations. These are relatively small in area and 

apart from narrow valley flats, are the only areas of 

easy contour in the hill country. I'art of the Taranaki 

lowland area, the northern extremity, is included in 

the region, forming the narrovv tHpering plain of the 

coastal lands in the south-west of Clifton County. 

Land Forms - Clifton County: 

This county contains the western limits of the 

Taranaki Uplands and consists of two contrasted ty})es 

of landforms. Firstly; the continuation of the northern 

THranaki lowland in a tapering plain from ';,'ai tara to 

I'ukearuhe. Secondly; an area of steep hills lies beyond 

this coastal plain rising abruptly from the coast north 

of Pukearuhe to a height of 400 feet. East of the county 

boundary, the hills gradually increase in elevation to 
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approximately 1200 to 1700 feet. To the south of 

Tongaporutu the expanse of steep hills is relieved to 

some extent by many areas of table-land and narrow 

valley flats. The main catchments are those of the 

Ivlohakatino, Tongaporutu, Urenui and Mimi rivers. 

Land Forms - i~angamomona County: 

This county is an area of steep-sided hills, with 

a sharp crested ridge line rising to 1000 to 2000 feet 

and narrow valley floors at the 300 to 600 foot level. 

Dissection is widespread and the few areas of tableland 

are small in area and widely scattered. ','Ii th an intricate 

pattern of tributaries, the HaeoStream, Tangarakau River 

and the 'tihangamomona .3tream, drain the north and central 

catchment areas into the '.ianganui River. These main 

streams are chanelled, confined and often incised as deep 

as 50 feet. .A. massive range of hills ill abel t extending 

from near !vIt. Humphries and north-west through the 

Pohokura and ';:hang8momona township area separates the 

south-west area of Te W'era and r,~akahu from the main catch

ment area. This smtlll area forms a minor part of the 

Patea c chruent. 

The important physical features of the whole region 

are; the expanse of steep hills of low altitude with a 

uniform elevation and the interspersed lands of easy con

tour, the c03.~ltal plain, narrow v:l,lley flats and areas 

of tableland. 
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Soils: 

There are three main groups of soils in the region; 

skeletal, volcariC and alluvial. The composition of 

these soils depends primarily on the nature of the parent 

material together viTi th materit:ll laid down by volcanic 

ash showers. 

3keletal Soils: 

These are the soils of the steep hills and are 

stron31y influenced by the parent material. These soils 

are subject to considerable variation because the parent 

material was seldom uniform, but bvo principal soil types 

emerged; the yellow-brown earths derived from the weath

ering of mUdstone end the yellow-brown earths derived 

from sandstone. Mudstones formed good soils, the most 

fertile derived from sedimentary rocks. ;1. characteristic 

fehture of these soils is the blue-grey subsoil known 

as 'papa' which is unstable and erodes easily. The sand 

stones weather to form tlrin soils very low in fertility. 

Erosion frequently occurs in shallow slips and heals 

slowly. The skeletal soils of North Eastern Taranaki 

form a series of complex types verying between the two 

principal classes, with deposits of volcanic ash present 

in the soils of lower hillslopes on the southern extrem

ities of the region. 

Volcanic Soils: 

The whole region was originally covered by the first 
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ash showers from r.~t. Esmont. Later showers, however, 

only affected the southern portions of the region. Only 

the areas of easy country, the coastal plain, the fring

ing broad hills and the inland tablelands Hnd terr"1ces 

have retained l~yers of which have developed into 

fertile and easily worked soils. 

Alluvi 30ils: 

These are recent soils found on the flats of the 

narrow valleys formed by the sediments of mudstones and 

sandstones mixed with volcanic ash. These soils are 

generelly quite fertile as long as there is adequate 

drainaGe. 

v "'::'G.2T,:, r::ION: 

In the pre-3u.ropean era, native fom;t consistinG 

of podocarp/mixcd hardwood types covered the entire 

area of Ghe To.r&nHki Uplr{nds. :Jcrubby growth and small 

scattered clearings cultivAted by loc ~aoris were 

confined to the coast lowlands. By the early 1890's, 

most of the coastal lowland in the south-west and the 

lower hill country on the fringes of the lowland areas 

had been cleared of tJ::.is oricinaJ forest. The Greet 

bulk of the north eastern inland £',re(:\ remained clothed 

in its origin::.d ne.ti ve forest. ~rawa (Beilsc11.miedia tawa) 

was eSf.;<?nti lly the dominant :primary forest tree. However, 

starting from the smallest river flats to the highest 

risdces there was a sequence of forest growth. 
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On the small eraded flats between slopes kahikatea 

(l'odocarpus Dacryiodes), rimu (Dacrydium (Jupressinum) 

and Puk'::ltea (Laurelia novae-zelandiae) predominated. 

L~S the ground bee;rul to rise, tawa comes in and on the 

lower levels ·!:{nd gullies is associated with rimu mira 

(:'odoc&rpus ferrugineus), matai (podocarpus spicatus) 

and maire (olea Cunninghamii). n,:'hc rimu, mira, matai 

and maire decrease in importance on the hiGher ground 

where there are almost pure stands of tawa.::i thin 

the lower mixed forest tree ferns were abundant, especic~lly 

the weki (Dichsonia squclI'OSsa) and hemitelia (hemitelia 

3mithii) and in drier parts the mam8.ki (Lyathea medularis). 

The main forest floor wa.s covered by terrefltrial ferns. 

In the tawa forest the ~eneral forest floor was more or 

leso free of ferns ancl other types of growth. Hie.;her 

up on the slopes on to the poorer and hisher ridges 

tel.wa became interminslecl with the hinau (Eleocarpus 

dentAtus), kamahi (weinrn.annia rD.cemosa), rewarewa 

(knightia excelsa) , rata (metrosideros robusta) And 

totara (Poaocarl)US totarB.). 0:::. the highest, poorest 

C).nd driest knolls ::md ridees the tawa almost clisap;·ec:irs 

2nd is rejJlaced by the blac~~ beech (nothof3.Sus Solandri). 

CL:;::I!LIi.T~~~ : 

Broad.ly speaking the climate is cloudy and warm 

in summer and rather bleak in winter with adequate rain

fall at ell times of the year. .summer temperatures F1re 

relatively warm, the mean daily mclXimum temperature in 
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January is 65 to 70 degrees on the coast and inland 70 

to 75 degrees. Frosts occur from late April to early 

October. The mean daily temperIJ.ture in July on the 

ooast is 40 to 45 d.eGrees and 35 to 40 degrees inland. 

The copious annual rainfall is reasonably well distribu

ted with a minimum from December to l':arch. Rain falls 

on approximately 180 days of the year with June and Oct

ober having the highest fie;ures. Cn most of the upland 

area the annual rainfall rane;es from 60 to 80 inches. 

Along the belt of high country embracing the main 

N.S. - 3.'11'. watershed which is exposed to the full 

sweep of the prevailing westerlies, rain is heavier; 

80 to 100 inches per year. On the coastal plain the 

annual rainfall is bebllJeen 50 to 60 inches. "Rain 

storms are of the warm front type, but they are rarely 

light drizzles - it rains hard for three or four days 
4 

and falls of as much as two inches an hour may occur." 

The prevailing '.vinds are westerlies and the exposed 

coastal areas are very windy; but in the inland areas 

there is m.uch less wind. Cold south-east and southerly 

winds are experienced at times, especially in winter 

and autumn, but the hills to the south and south-east 

afford some shelter. North-Eastern Taranaki, especially 

away from the coast is one of the cloudiest areas in the 

North Island. On the average, the region '.has two to 

three hours bright sunshine daily in winter, and in 

the spring, four to five hours. The annual hours of 
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sunshine ran::;e from 800 to 2000 hours. On the average 

Nelson and Blenheim have 2400 hours of briGht sunshine 
5 

with Westland aver:-:lt;ing 1900 hours. 

One additional characteristic of the physical 

environment., which is the result of an amalgam of the 

different factors in the environment is the propensity 

of the land to soil erosion. Although this is mainly 

a man-induced feeture, consel}uent upon the remov8.l of 

the original forest cover, combination of heavy oro-

graphic rainfall and weakly consolidated sediments has 

considerably enl~rged the problem. As Cumberland notes: 

!lthis compact reGion has probably suffered more severely 

than any other in New Zealnnd in the short period of ill-

advised storal penetration. Its tortured slopes already 
6 

form one of Ne'lJ Zealand's most disorderly landscapes." 

It should be noted at this sta~e that the northern 

extension of theI'aranaki lowland, cOr:1prising the -~'iai tara, 

Tikorangi and Urenui regions, although within the boun-

daries of North-Eastern Taranaki, will be ignored to 

some extent. This thesis is concerned rrimarily with 

the expansion of settlement into the inland areas. The 

settlement pattern evolved in this lowland area on 
7 

similar lines to the rest of lowlandI'aranaki. However, 

this area will not be ignored entirely as it was one of 

the bases from which eastward and inward expansion developed. 
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Maori 3ettlement: 

LIe.ori settlement before the arrival of the Europeans 

was confined mainly to the coastal areas of'raro.naki. 

Apart from the upper reaches of the '7anganui river and 

a few other places, the inl~nd areas were not occupied 

permanently, most of the settlements being seasonal in 

nature. 3xcursions were frequently made to obtain birds, 
8 

eels and other prod.ucts of tho forest, a.nd trs.cks crossed 

the inland areas serving to connect these scattered 

seasonal inland settlements with the coast. The Maori 

influence on the landscape was therefore confined mainly 

to the coast and their influence on the inland ar~as of 

Taranaki was necligible. "The changes introduced by a 

people in the neoli thic sta~:e were insignificant consist-

ing principally ih clearing the edges of the primeval 

forest by aid of the stone axe and fire, the cultivation 

of a little land here and there, and the building of 
9 

fortified pas and villaces." 

The first European settlers arrived at New Plymouth 

in 1841, but development was slow and very few imI!l.igrants 

came to Taranaki in the 18L+-O' sand 50' s, mainly because 

of its isolation, limi ted opportunities other th,'Ul for 

fe.rming, and because of problems over land ownership 

with the ." . lv,aorlS. These difficulties came to a head with 
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the outbreak of war which drastically curtailed the 
10 

growth of settlement in Taranaki. In 1861 Hursthouse 

noted "There &re not any outlying little settlements in 

this province. The inhabitants are, or re.ther were, 

concentrated in the village capital and in a belt of 

farms, hamlets and clearings, lying around within a 

circle of eight to ten miles ••• The whole of the settlers 

have been compelled to abandon their cultivations and 
11 

take up arms to defend the town ••• " 

The 1870's and 1880's saw the renewal of slow but 

steady expansion of settlement on the lowlands under 

senerally unfavourable economic conditions. Towards 

the end of the 1870's there was a serious fall in the 

price of wool in New Zealand and throughout the 1880's 

and into the early 1890's the country suffered the full 

effects of an economic depres on. Expansion of settle-

ment was at a low ebb. Coleman, speakinG of New Zealand 

as a whole, felt that the slow expansion of settlement 

was due to "the lac}~ of capital to purchase ancc develop 

farms with an absence of markets capable of obsorbing 

the products of intensive aericulture at prices high 
12 

enough to justify the investment." The railway from 

New Plymouth to 3tratford was completed in 1879 and 

from then on the frontier of settlement was gradually 

extended to the west and east, reaching the edges of 
13 

the uplands in the late 1880's and early 1890's. 

Clifton County wa:3 formed in 1885. 



Althouch the main stream of development was to be 

fouhd on the lQ1.¥land areas of TaranPAki, there was an 

increasins interest in the possibilities of settlement 

in the inland ~reas of the province. This interest wes 

especially maintained by the debate surrounding the 

choice of the main tru~( line from Auckland to ~ellington. 

The route fron:3tratford to Ongnrue emerged as the chief 

rival to the present central route and several reports 

dealing with the relative merits of each route were 
14-

tabled in Pa.rliament. There was a conflict between 

the Taranaki and Auckland interests, who were pushing 

for the'3tratford route, and ',7ellinQ,ton people who 

wanted the centr.C',l route. :r:'iFillY stAtements on the coun-

try either side of the 3trntford route need careful 

examinRtion as to the oriGinators affiliations. For 

example, Lawry 0,:.1'. for Parnell) llaa this to sey.sbout 

the country on the Stratford route. "I am satisfied 

that there is no country in New Zealand, not even on 

the base of rf,t. Eemont, more sui table as a whole for 

small settlers, especially those engaged in dairy work 
15 

in the r<T'orth Island. II This is in direct contrast to 

the statement made by 8 young surveyor, Cussen, to the 

Assistant Surveyor-General in 1884-: III have not seen 

any considerable area of land suitable for general 

agricultural purposes, though much of the country 

might be profitably occupied by settlers holding one 

thousand acres "mel upwards, "llld here and there a small 
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f1JrmCr '.~lOul(l find enough of cood. land to settle upon!!. 

':Ille influence of such descriptions I:1.S Lavyry's is 

hSlrd to zauge, but this and illany oth':o:r laudatory des-

criptions of Inland Taranaki must ho.ve influenced the 

public rmd Government's intere,3t in, and the Hpproach to 

the settlement of the: region. 3urveyorf! a:'H30ciated 'wi th 

the searcl". for lway routes and 'Hi th the continued 

e()stward eXI)ansion of settlement from central Tarl:maki, 

contributed ~o ;3.11 increa ng knowledge and awareness of 

the uI;lands of ITorth-3:istern 

'111.:.is then was the 8i tU:J.tion in the early 1890' s 

and I'lS C:lrl be seen in the populetion distribution map 

of 1891 (Fig 2.1) settlement was almost entirely confined 

to the lowland areas. :rhe only area of dense rurEd popu-

lation was in the south-west on the lowland area around 

the Waitara and Tikorangi stricts. The upland areas 

of the region were Ei.S yet unpopulated, apart from several 

small enclaves of population At I'Eimi, :;?ukearuhe, B.nd 

around the mouth of the J.:okau 11i ver. Cli fton County 

had a totel population of 908, most of it concentrated 

on the lowland area in the Tikorangi ~iding (530). 

l'/lokau Riding, which contained mainly hill country, had 

a population of 268, 13? of which were in the village 

of Urenui. The ::';ast ~iding of Stratford County, l'lhich 

contained the future Vihangamomona County, had a popula-

tion of 135, most of it concentrated around the township 
17 

of 3tr&tford itself. 
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The Inland townG of Inglewood and Stratford were 

the focal points of a ste8.dily increcising rural popula-

tion. ~astward exp~nsion was limited to the lower hill 

country on the frinces of the lowlnnd area. There are 

siens, however, of some embryonic movement towards the 

east and into the hill country with the development of 

the East Road from 3tratford, the Junction Road east 

from Inglewood, and the Pukearuhe-T-.:imi Road up the coast. 

j~ssociated with these lines of penetr2~tion was a rather 

sparse rural population. 

This was the settlement pattern in 1891; from 1891 

onwards the settlement of the upland.s of North-Eastern 

Taranaki, under the stimulus of changing economic and 

political conditions, was under way, and the landscape 

that Jaoes Cowan saw in 1392, and which he described so 

eloquently, was soon to be changed completely. 

" •• a huge, shac;gy, and lonely 12.nd. Ho brass 

field, no fence, no house or tent, no smoke of 

settlers burning of fire, gave civilised touch 

to the silent expanse. Valley .snd hill and 

Glinting stream and darl;: solemn forest lay 

bathed in soft blue haze, mysterious, unpeopled; 

as untouched by man, it seemed to us gazing over 

it there, as it might have been a thousand years 
18 

ago." 
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CI~:,.pr· T~r~'rABJ~ISH.sD 
1892-1911. 

This chapter deals with the initial period of 

settlement in the inl:::md areas of 1\~orth-.2;estern '2:1aran:::tki 

from 1392 to 1011. By 1911 the basic framework of the 

settlement pattern had been established and 1911 is also 

a convenient census date before ;;[orld "ar I, l,~jflich 

ushered in a ne~ chapter in the evolutinn of settlement. 

The first section of this chapter deals vdth the economic 

condi tionE; and l[llld lesislG~tion of the rcriod that stimu-

ls.ted th3 e::pansion of ettlerr.ent into the region. 

Sections two and three decl with the growth and problems 

of settlement re ectively. The fourth section deals 

th the settlement p8ttern of 1 1 gnd fin:}lly there is 

e mRjor themec that con-

tribut most to the evolution of t settleI'lent ttGrn 

as it existed in 1911. 

~CCCT)lC 

The stimulus to the settlement of Korth-Eastern 

T:lran[:.ki '::as due to three main fbctors. The first of 

thee weB the improving economic situation in 

L..;e and aS30ciat h the upward turn in pricss for 

primary produce fro~ the early 1890's, with a steady 

incre 36 thlreafter. 

prices in 1907, the buoyant economic conditions lasted 

until 1921. ~heS6 more favourable prices enabl the 



bene ... 1..,8 of technolocicel innovations such E\.'i refrigera-

tion, crecHl s tor an.:"l t Babcock te to be 

e:..::ploi t JEor~c. fully. F rminc; 'bec[> rlorc di fisd, 

'ole and intenc:d ve ,vi th bro:ldeninc of the r::,nge 

of ts ablF) to be eXT'ort the increasins sc 

nnd rlemcmcl of OV{::r:;f ; ;:, mnrkets. !J.1he dairy inrlustry re-

c8ived a ;:;T'eci icpetus with the possibilities sre,'.ltly 
1 

incre sed markets, especially for butter cheese. 

;i.s;";illiaJ1R noted with rec;:-rd to L.ustrElia lTew 

Zealand as a whole in nineteenth early tv'entieth 

centuries: II technoloGicD 1 2.,':vancf:'s of the railway, 

, aGriculturAl machinery .•.. together with 

:3ence of p vast urban pOf,ul:-;tion the northern 

hemisphere tbat renuire(l the produce the;::e lands, COTIl-

bined for the first time to 8bout phnses of settle-

cheir effect (ll the landscape. 

8 secanj " ctor iL sti d 

of ettlement into the reGion was the shortage of £ood 

culturC:11 1 sui t:'ble for settlement. In Taranaki 

the lo;;;land arens had been nlmost anti occupied 

with i:ns pre;'5i3ure nnd deman<l for 1,3nd, settlement 

expanded '28 'C).nd inland onto 8.reas of 11 

country on th? frin~es of the lowland area. In New 

Zealand as 0. whole, the snme tURtion enoll 
~-

Upwards 

of 16 l'1illion 8cres of the best 18nd had been ene.ted 
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in fee siEple from the Crown and the estimated three million 

acres of Crm'Jn land remaining was TIminly grElzing country, 
3 

interspersed with small pockets of agricultural land. 

The third major factor was the legislative policy 

of the Liberal Party which had come to power in 1890. 

Against this backe;round of land shortae;e, Ballance, 

in a st~itement on future ::"iberal land policy, said in 

1891 that lithe time had arrived when suitable areas will 

hpve to be purchased by the Crown for smsll farm settle-

ment .••• if the popul ion is to be retsined the wants 
4 

of intending settlers will he.ve to be met." 

The lIIjands for ,3et;tlement Act'! of 1892 was the most 

famous tern of land settlement that evolved from this 

policy. This il.ct, however, had only a limited ap:plic8tion 

in Taranaki and none at all in the settlement of North 

stern Taranaki. It was two lesser known systems of 

1 settlement; the 3pecial 3ettlement Association 
5 G 

system, c=md the Improved FArm Settlement scheme, that; 

provic1 the s of settlf:ment in North Eastern Tarcmaki. 

It sbould be not; here, thnt most of the lRnd a-v8.ilable 

for settlement in the rf:gion was either Crown or Vaori 

land, there b ehold land. 

The 3pecial ;:)C"ttlement 11.ssociation lands \Vere held 

in lease in perpetuity. The fe~ture of these assoc ons 

distinguishinc then frOLl lnnd selected on ord.inax·y le8foe 

perr,etui ty, was thGt the bel10t for selectors was con-

finod to members of the a::::sociation. maximum 



7.., 
) I -

Hi e b 

ImI'l.'l)vell ':3'r 1rn ;.3(~ttl(~m(·'!lt 

(m;lblt~d to m,·,ke homet; for thro,;;lC3elve , 9.nd to obtrdI:i. 
7 

3;i:'.t:Jnce frola the.:..t;:,L;e i.!l cle'Arinc thE;ir 13.!H)s". ':he 

main features of the tern were 11 the iorm:Cltion of a 81111:1.11 

association from vihom thE~ Go!nmisc3ioner of::::rown lands of 

district may select those who are to form the settle-

ment •••. the blocks of lan~ set apart, pre divided into 

D.re':Ji:) of 100 to 200 eres in accordance with the !:;ui tnbili ty 

of the country •••• S:he clHarinc; of not more tha.n 100 ·'=tCJ'e~) 

11 be for by th Government •••• Gra.ss seed will be 

provided if re~uired 8nQ alGo if nece sary £10 will be 

t erection of n hOllF:;e. 

on the value; of the l:,nd together vii th 

cleorinG' r02din~·~, ~dne; or ;.=tny other 
8 

An i!:rport;:mt 

thSf38 St~t ~ler;'3 employment in ralline; cmd elearinc; the 

I'o for six months, under a co-operative scheme of 

If3bour. Durinc.; the rest of the year the settlers were 

to wDrk ir'lr:·rovinc; their ovm holdinGs. It was eXDected 

tl:iat work vlouln elsa be av€dlable for Improved FS.rm 

3ettlement s tIer!:) on the l,s.rger adjoining holdings, 

~hich would be extremely b9neficial after most of the 
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GoverrllilenL 8:3:-3J. ance had c8!-{[::;ed. The importence of 

this fHctor was pointed out in 1896 by the Tarnnaki 

COITuuis.':.;ioner of Crow'n Lands. l! The success of these 

Improved Farm Settlements to a large extent depends on 

the speedy Bnd almo con~emporaneous settlement by 

men 'Hi th c8pi tal of the adjoinine; Crown Lands in larger 

holdin8s, and on which the Improved Farm settlers may 
9 

reasonably expect to secure a considerable amount of work.!! 

'The chi features of these schemes then, were the 

ac~uisition of small sections by men with limited capital 

wi th the t'wofold purpose of having their sections felled 

und cleared and bu cleared for the formation of roads. 

This W8.S the economic and legislative background 

which gRve the initial stimulus to the settlement of the 

inland areas of North ~astern Taranaki. 

The basis for much of this and the followinG section 

comes from the 1: .. nnu(3,l Re:9orts of the Lands and ,Survey Dep-

Hrtment. this rtw''jnt dealt only with :';rmvn Land 

leases and the ecinl settlement schemes, it is difficult 

to find out freehold properties ~evelopea. ~hese 

ative1:y feH in number ':1110 although 

freehold, probably fac similar problems to Crown tenants. 

From 1891 to 1901 the popu18ti~" 

dri:~matic,Jlly (Fie-

ir by s concentration 
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into this relatively Rhort period. Drom 1901 to 1911 

there \,7rs a flnttening off in 

po:;=u12tion 'is the initi s ef:1ent wened. 

The rapid growth on was the result of 

severpl YCAT3 of intense nctivity in implBIlte.tion 

of special settlements into oUBly unoccupied 8rea. 

~uch of the settlement are eded road ~ccess 

~nd settlers often into their hol1inss by 

dense bush. Tte srecial 

settlf;fllent ::::cheues vn::,re e t Ii b 

C } [,Ylcl s~lrroun(linG these 

settlements W8 t· 

norE121 tenur8s or e.s frce2clcl Lmd. 

~he s~eci81 settl schemes W0re in the 3~in, usually 

centred on the I ited areAS of v~lley fl- ts. They were 

( 

int.n~::';lvc ;-;r8'8 of s,C'ttlement 

tiFt c 

to 10, 

settlement. They were sffi~ll settle-

1 ~ 
.L 

10, (,)7'; :JC:!:','S 

11 

10 

fhe po~ul?tion of thp~e se 
12 

s Iso r~mRinAj rGlntively cons nti 1 

t~lere VJ,:~re '1-16 on s sclleEle; by '1 0 ()7 t1-, s er 
13 

1 to 367. ~he Improved Ferm s tIers, due to 

the ze of their ~=;ections, often conc Tilore 

on cm'!s th~n sh'::;ep, :< •. neT creancries And co- ernti ve 
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;3ettle,~E:nt8 .::::he 3r)ecic'1 Settl _~,")sociation E:chemes 

were UGu~lly 1 r than the Improved schemes, 

est8blished earlier Generally were closer to the 

frinc;es of hill country. 

De to th :1' srrwll size these eettlement schemes 

were import8nt in the evolution of the settlement pattern 

fiS -Lhey provi rled 8 nucleus to which further :3ettlement 

brl'vi t'::it 

.::;ettlnment eXDunded in an eel sterly ,':.lllcl. inl.::.ncl direc-

tion froLl along what were to become 

tvlO main road routes througb IJorth-I::::n3tern Taranaki; 

from.;'hi trlre to Lokau thence to ;;.uckl:::md 

ahd the Ohura road from ::3trntford to ()hura. ./'.,. third 

trn tiOl1 ~'oute1:11;0 the Uplc;1c1s, vms tbe Junction road from 

Ing13"Ho, 1 to the Ohurn r")C"'!.cl; hcwev,;r, -::lost of t settle-

ment Dssociat with this road lies outside the study area. 

::\. second element the cOI!lT{lunic·'jtion network WE,d the es-

in 1901 r,nd by 1911, he,d reached the foot e)f the 

~h2ngRmomona saddle. Because its route was closely lied 

witll the Ohurri. rOAd, the rrdlvlay did not e;enerate Any new 

areas of settlement. 

Once on their sections the settlers quickly set e.bout 

trrmsforminc; the clense bush into pasture. The bush W2.S 

felled (.lnd burnt, [md Znclish s8es were sown amidst 

the stump-littered fields, and the natural landf1cape of 



r~n8ki WAB r~pidly altered. s'reed 

of initial develorment lustr~1.t by two con-

secuti ve reports on the ',;hensaTIlomona IWDl'Oved FarHl settle-

ment. ':1:11e Lrmds ~lDdGurvf::y Department report for 1895-6 

not that "9l l-B acres 1Nere fell in 1895 8nd is nml 

b~inc; e;ra,.,sed. r;one of thf'; selectors ha.ve i:")S yet erected 

houseu •.•• no stock has as y been taken on to the l&n~, 

nd the settlers all b poor men will have difficulty 
14 

:i.n f·rovidins 3tock for their clsflring". ':';he report for 

the follo77inz :C:T ShO'7E:c1 the substantial progre ~; thnt 

. . . . 1,254 Acres were felled 1 end 

~r0 no~ resay to be Hsed. Sixty-four houses hnve en 

bull t; •••• und 91 settlers :'I.1'e re~ddent •.•. 37 rlTe 

n::,rri ,Ji th .3 tet I of 1111. chilc.ren •••• over 300 hend 
15 

of stock is no~ runn 

sntr;, fror:-, the ini tiol stnL;J of st':::ttlement many 

tru::;;e;linc become est8blished. This 

Cne of tho s~eci21 settle-

Cxfor~ 2peci~1 Settle~ent :30e~r:t~on, 

16 

in 

nULlbe:r 8'h;:lndo:nmcnt;~';, forfei tursf3 e.lld 1(rv~lEar:;,c'.tlons 

17 
thin th0 ettlements. 8ci~] ~ettlement ~ssocia-

ity 83 settlements 

forf0i tur~.~2 that 

llL'.ve t:~~en :c,l'lce ilnd on Il(!(',ount of the bulk of the land 



Plate 1 

Whangamomona c 1899 

(Photo - Alexander 11urnbull Library) 





':I:l1f! L:lnrl.scl.re noVJ f:;(J int._l':=.:;perued 1'/ith those of ordinary 
'18 

teIlln'e!:; th'-d.; they ffi8Y l)e ree;,:lJ'ded e~; indepcl1clent holoings". 

By 1902, hm~ever, the period of r~pid 8XpPilsion of 

l;~n(l l'j;'I:; limited, !llO;;t of the lend rC;Jnninine; oeinB; extremely 

unf;uit.~\ble for men \,lith Iimitecl e; :::-it, I n~~ leo.rc;e O.rei1~O 

19 
The exp~nsion of settle-

lD('~nt vn)~ slol,\: nnd more exten;,;i VI:" h~in~ further limited 

0'"8n 'oloc.:ks of land until there VJ(l~3 3.t lcc'st acce:3S by 
20 

;'1 hoI'S e tr!-:ck. From 1901 to 1911 there was a decline 

in I'o=~nlLtiCJn n. s tht; extFmsi ve rw.ture of eXI)c1tlsion could 

not mntch the loss in porlll~tion HS disillusioned settlers 

C',ve up their sections. ':2he cier:ll)ncl for lena vms still 
21 

e;rset in 1911 'out the continued shortass of accessible 

12nd hindered devf:lo:prnent. The only la.nd3.v:dlable for 

SITt.'111 SEttlers \'1":.S mnde U:9 mainly of forfeited cmJ aban-

doned sections l.1it,11in the ol'ie:;inal speciol settleI!l.ent 

schemes. Despite this decline in population the cultivated 

area within the region steadily increased from 1901 to 

1911 (Fig. 3.4), as the remaining settlers consolidated 

and expanded their pastures. Those settlers that did 

remain were r(~lati vely prosperous. 

,..,,.., 
{:. c. 

This was due mainly 
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to the relatively hie;h cClrr:ying capacities of the nevvly 

estnblished p2stures "Illd the buoyant economic conditions 

that prevniled during this initial period. Despite trem-

endous problems and difficulties, which will be discussed 

in the next section, graziers, who made up the majority 

of the farmers, f.-lf3 well as d[1iry farmers, were doing 

rensonably well. In this re ect the initiAl settlement 

of North- stern Tar~naki could well be considered success-

ful. 

Oli' if RLLJG: 

~his relative Ir08~erity was achieved under some of 

th,?: )";1ost diffieul t conditions c:uco'l1tered by :pioneers in 

Nel"v Zt~rtl[~:2d. I'hp clifficulties end ~)riv'ltions of settlers 

were wyrir-ld, r, 'ne;inc; from B. lc:.ck of reliGious, m8dical 

:TiCl educ:'tional services, to more mundane but basic 

problems such as bG~ ~oo the di"fic-

rectly 

to ebysmal quality 

of ',[hat :c;cce~;s elid exist. T::my of the settlements and 

in0ividuol scctions were initi~l occupied ahead of 

the point to which ro hc:.d. been mnde. The IhElug: ,momona 

settlement was est~blished 12 miles from Fohokura in 

1896, connected by Cl bush track, ~nd the settlement 

Gtretclled. 8. further ten miles ~:;t tilifl point. The 

:onCDpor.utu river ,rld the c:-rt ('ood ~ose~lJ connectinG 



t~ ~ Li ;-').;:1 t 1 ,?,nl::; ,!l,t 11":,l!J. ()rJl~l re c 11e(1 f cur TPi 1 e s fro {l~ t~~le 
')/, __ ~'-r 

ro 1 

u 

'; 928, ','Jhilc t11 Ohu1';3 roe.o from tfor(l to ':reborn riel.S 

not eL13 The 

r::lel~nS of reliable communic tions in 

11':::nce wn:'; rF~ trict::~d to the f30uthern-!Ilost 

'::'0 ions of t. r zion. Dot only ~ere the mqin routes 

eO';t lish so the cO'Tcsponc1ine;ly 

':, of !, lement. '_' i 

:, 2ection fi 'lC' Fliles frOI!l 

within a cile of section 

here. It is net very ~ooJ; fc.ct, ./0U h':1ve to cl:i TIl; 

un 1:1 set on to 

I~e ,'-1.0 the ettl 

ence of c' 

l[~nd .• 
')r 
1_0 

~'reF:ts, the 

sence 

of I'o cetal Githin the region anJ heCJ.vy rainf2.l1 

,,'linter, f:1ennt r02~S were frequ 

for much of tlHJ yeRr. J:Lese so C8 ed rc , ',wI'e frp-

root t;rncks; Ll "-';.l'.ter, riblJons 

ofe mUll. , 
. , 

.. tIl STJr:Jcr, Ge rutted.. E,e poor 

1'0:' cl.3 r'. f. f i':~;:; t settlers in two mAin ways: 

Fi.c~,:; tJ.y; ht r:.?tes ri'er(3 extr'~':rlely high, e eci 11y 

':1u the \iinter months. 1:1. th -';ha113?IIlOeOna nrea, 

settlers '.'Jere heavily lwndicnpl-,ec1 through hnving to p1'Jy 



Plate 11 

Whangamomona 1904 

(Photo - Alexander Turnbull Library) 
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3070 to 50ib more for their food than in other areas of 
27 

Taranaki. The rE:lative cost of freight from the nearest 

raih\Ci.y st&tion tOlihangamoillona in the summer of 1904, was 

23 per ton rising to ~8-10-0 per ton in winter. This cost 

was fur'~her increased because in winter, goods had to be 

packed from \Jhangamomona to se ttlers at 4/- per hundred-
28 

v;;eight. Jurplies were expensive and the profit margin 

from farming was thus reduced, limiting the amount of 

capital that could be sunk back into the farm. 

Secondly; the poor access hindered farmers in trans-

porting produce to the markets and even milk to the local 

creamery or factory. Speaking of the ;faranaki back country 

in general the Lands and Survey report of 1903 said 

II •••• now often throu2;h bad roads the sett;ler can .. not take 

his milk to the factory before December; he ceases to go 

around February-March, whilst wi til good roads he can stG.rt 

in Ji.ugust and end in lImy. u
29 ffhe dairy industry, which 

was,very important; especially to the small settler, was 

thus handicapped in its role of placing the small settler 

on a sound economic footing. 3ettlers concentrating on 

pastoral farming were aff<:;;)cted iLl a similar way often 

being unable to get their viool or stock to the market, 

either in time or at an economical price. 

'llhe lack of social amcni ties was a further result 

of poor access. I lhcre are manJ specific examples of 

hardship but a quote from an unsourced raranaki paper 

gives an indication of the general conditionslihat 
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existed for many settlers during much of this period. 

The writer speaking of the lhokau and "hangamomona districts 

states "I huve seen children riding seven miles to school, 

three on each horse. I have seen a good many children 

getting no schooling at all; 1 have seen a farmer sledge 

his two dead chiluren 20 miles through mud to bury them. 

I have seen a good many serious cases of illness and no 
30 

knmJinf.s whether a doctor will be -brought in time". 

The slm'! development of the railway and road communications, 

meant that these drastic conditions were gradually allevia-

ted. Hmvever, educational and medical facilities have 

continued to be pressing problems, especially for the more 

isolated settlers, even up to the present day. 

fhe second basic problem of the settlers of ~orth-

.":"~1steri1 Taranaki, especially on settlement schemes, was 

the small size of sections. 

":)urveyors, accustomed to lmiland concepts of an 

economic size of f&rm, made many properties too small 
31 

for the hill country." These small sections containing 

as they did, only limited areas of flat land, were in 

many cases insufficient in size to provide an adequate 

living. The representatives of the Special 3ettlement 

.Lssociations, who selected land on behalf of its mC:tobers, 

did not always make their selections wisely. Blocks 

were chosen in parts of the country, unsui ted, to holdings 

of 200 acres, with much of the land being extremely broken 

and more suited for pastoral farming in large holdings. 



Plate III 

The Uruti School and Store in the early 

1900s - the hub of commercial and social 

life for the Uruti District. 

(Photo Alexander Turnbull Libra~ 
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:Lhe number of forfeitures and abandonments in early 

settlements was partly a result of these small sections. 

Amalgamation of sections was also a feature of settlement 

in most of the special settlement schemes, without which, 

many of the settlers ... vould have failed. .tl.. report on the 

IJ.:ongaporutu Special 3ettlement in 1909 illustrates the 

incidence of amalgamation and also raises another inter-

estinr; point. 

n;rhe settlement around TongapoJl'utu'" the settlers 

cur to be holding their oym, they have taken all the 

Ol.',portuni ties to extend the area of their farms taking 

up adjoining land or selecting adjacent land. lw'.ost of 

the settlers depend on dairying, although the country is 
34 

not all suited for that purpose. 1I The emphasis on 

dairying in these sm~ll special settlements was primarily 

due to the combin&tion of small sections and the prospect 

of quicker and more reliable returns ~ith a greater chance 

of self-sufficiency. These were the important factors 

that influenced settlers to concentrate on dairying when 

much of the land was better suited for pastoral purposes. 

Because of these basic problems the later expansion 

of the settlement pattern was slow, the settlers having 

difficulty in becoming established on a sound economic 

basis. 

The most characteristic feature of the settlement 

patteJrn was its sparseness and the IOfmner in which settle-



Plate lV 

A farm at Uruti at the turn of the century. 

Note the small area of flat land, stump 

littered field typical of early established 

pasture. 
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ment was confined to the river valleys. fhe only area 

with a relatively dense rural population and a regular 

cor.Gl1l"unication network was on the northern extension of 

the 'Taranaki ring plain. However, this area is outside 

the region under study. Vihangamomona county had a pop

ulation of 1615, a density of 3.6 people per square mile. 

Clifton county had a population of 2,198, density per 

square mile being 4.8. The ri~okau and urenui ridings of 

this county encompassing most of the hill country had an 

overall population of 1207 at a density of 2.6 persons 

per square mile. Il'he settlement pattern was based on 

the two main routes through the region and their associated 

feeder routes. (:Fig. 3.5) irhe main routes and their 

branches were confined to narrow river valleys characterised 

by convoluted courses. Settlement was almost entirely 

confined to these valleys with very limited expansion on 

to higher areas. There was a lack of towns of sufficient 

size that could constitute any type of urban focus or 

market. Urenui (200) and .strathmore (82) were the only 

settlements thutwere con:::>idel'ed as a tmvnship and village 

respectively in the census of 1911. Both of these were 

service centres for a relatively long established and 

dense rural population. Strathmore was the earliest 

township in the wnangamomona serving the Strathmore, Te 

,~era and 1i~akahu districts. However, the decline in 

bush felling and other development work, coupled with 

the decision to re-route the main trunk railway through 
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Douglas meant the business of the town had declined. 

Urenui, on the borders of the hill country was the 

largest service centre in the region serving both the 

lO'Nland and hill country areas adj acen t to it. I'ukearuhe, 

and 'l'ongaponutu were the other main concentrations 

of population in the wes~ern area of the region. Denefit-

ing by their proximity to the main road north they liJere 

service centres consisting mainly of a cross-road collec-

tion of general store, boarding house and hotel. 

V.hangamomona was an import;:mt focal point fer the 

central and eastern D.reas of the region. Although not 

classed as a village in the 1911 cencus, the township 

rrobably had a population of between 1CO and 200. In 

1911 tl the number of -c;he buildinGS in the toV'mship num

bered 30. During the year 1911 there was considerable 

building activity with seven perr:lBnent Jwellinss and 

three shops erec ted • There Viera 63 pupils on the roll 
35 

of the school". ~ith a gener~l store, Post Cffice, 

hall, school, saleyards and a bakery, Whangamomona 

served an importDIlt function during this initial period, 

as a service and cul'Gural centre for much of the county. 

The other main centres of population were centred around 

Tahona, }ohokura and Kohuratahi. ll'hese localities were 

centred on a small collection of crossroad service 

facilities similar to those in Clifton County. This 

settlement paLtiarn was the result of and dependent on the 
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needs of the farming community. J:here was, hm\; ever, a 

second element in the communication and settlement pattern 

of 1911. 

'I'lL"; RAIL'".AY: 

Construction of the Stratford 1~ain 'rrunk Railway 

from Stratford to Ohakahukura v¥as atarted from :stratford 

in 1901 and by 1911 had reached the foot of the Nhangamomona 

Gaddle. The railway was constructed primarily to serve 

the settlers' transport needs because of the chronic state 
36 

of road transport. Its route lay mainly through the 

already setltled areas, closely following the Ohura road. 

Its influence therefore lay mainly in the intensification 

of the already existing settlement pattern. i..n important 

additional element was the shifting population associated 

with the construction of the railway. <:i:he workers' camps 

gradually moved eastwards ;.vi th the construction of the 

railway and by 1911 ',',ere centred around the Vihangamomona 

area. Early in 1912 the Kohuratahi correspondent of the 

;;:;tratford Evening :Fost observed that "the railV:iaymen's 

camps have reached here at last. Some have pitched right 

in the to\;,illship and all the way from Whangamomona to here 
37 

is to be seen the thin v'v'hi te line of canvas homes ll
• 

Eecau~e of the slow and fitful progress of the railway the 

camps for construction v,orkors were a distinctive feature 

of the landscape for a considerable time. 
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AND GGNGLU0ICN: 

The settlement pattern that evolved by 1911 was the 

result of the complex interaction of' numerous different 

factors. To discuss eacL of these individual factors 

would involve one in a myriad of detail, but several 

main themes can be distinguished; 

l'he role of the central government was important 

during this initial period. The creation of the Special 

3ettlement sociations and Improved Farm Settlements 

was an ambitious and generous attempt to place unemployed 

men and small farmers without capital onto the land. It 

was state aid for settlement on a comprehensive basis. 

kany of the future problems and initial difficulties of 

settlement can be directly attributed to faults within 

these schemes and in the application of them. The estab

lishment of farmers on small areas of land receiving 

much of their initial income from the State and neighbour

ing farms, was an expedient policy that failed to put 

into proper perspective the land of North-.Eastern Taranaki. 

It was an expedient policy conceived to help solve the 

unemployment problem and implement the Liberal .Party 

policy of placing small men on the land. Unfortunately, 

much of the land in North Eastern Taranaki was hardly 

conducive to the establishment of small farms. The 

principle was sound but its application in this region was 

an unfortunate choice. The almost indecent haste in which 

many of the settlements and individual sections were occu~ied 
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helped to magnify the problems. kuch of the settlement 

was ahead of the roads, especially in its initial stages, 

and what roads did exist were hardly deserving of the 

name. The high freight ratos, difficulties in getting 

supplies and the uncertainty associated with transporting 

produce to a market or factory, meant that settlers were 

often struggling to farm economically despite the high 

prices for farm produce at that time. The folly of sett

ling the hill country of Taranaki without proper roading 

was pointed out as early as 1896 in rul editorial in the 
38 

Taranfllci Budget. A reply by a Special Settlement 

settler pointed to the internal dilemma of settlem~ 

policies. J. Hogg felt that if ro ing preceded settlerrent 

II •••• settlement would be retarded as from the nature of 

the country road making is a very expensive affair •.•• 

and if this had to be done before the land was taken up 

it would require such an enormous amount of money that 

the 3tate would be unwilling and unable to supply it 
39 

as quickly as it; was needed for settlement." The demand 

for land was such that a slower, better planned and more 

permanent expansion of settlement failed to eventuate. 

The other important weakness in these schemes was that 

many of the sections were too small for the class of 

land and were often laid out without due consideration 

to the contours or areas of flat land. There were many 

forfeitures, abandonments and amalgamations of sections 

until some settlements reached a It size of section" equiY.brium. 
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The reasonable progress of most Improved Farm settlements 

up to 1903 was attributed in one report to the amalgamation 

of holdings, " .... in other words it is a survival of the 
40 

fittest tl
• The chief fault of these special settlement 

schemes was basically the hurried application of the 

right scheme in a hopeless geographical situation. This 

criticism must however, be placed in the context of the 

early 1890's. There was a large demand for land, the 

land left aV<lilable for settlement was limited and not of 

the best quality. Contemporary observers had, moreover, 

extolled, but overestimated, the possibilities of the 

land for small farm settlement. These settlement schemes 

were the practical result of a pragmatic politician's 

assessment of the contemporary situation and Heach li,inister 

of Lands sought to solve the problems of his depart,~.ent 

as he saw them at the time, and could only conjecture 

what the future would hold for the forms of tenure he 
41 

devised as a result". 

Despite these faults, the St<'lte did place people on 

the land, in some c&ses with a great deal of generous 

assistance, and overall in the period 1892-11, settlers 

were relatively successful. 'tlji thout this Government 

initiative settlement would have expanded into the area 

at a much slower rate, but probably much more successfully. 

Government policy act(:ld as a catalyst to the settlement 

of the region which was undertaken atl a tremendous speed 
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with all the associated problems of rapid growth. 

The topography of the region had an important modify

ing influence onGhe development of the settlement pattern. 

The location of agricultural activities, lines of commillli

cation and the location of population was a reflection of 

the deeply dissected hill country of the region. '1'he 

rugged hill country, with areas of flat land confined 

to the narrow valley floors meant that sei:;tlement was 

confined to these limited areas, giving the settlement 

pattern its characteristic "dendritic ll
, shape. 'rhe lack 

of acceHS was not anI", due to bad planning, but also to 

the fact that roads were slow and expensive to form and 

expensi ve to maintain ..'Ii thin the I papa I and sandstone 

country, metal available for surfacing the roads was 

practically non-existent and metal had to be obtained from 

outside the region. eriments with burnt papa as a road-

ing material were atten:;.pted, but proved as expensive as 

ordinary metal. '1'he absence of met on the roads, the 

numerous slips and the ability of the wet winters to 

produce mud of the highest possible quality meant that 

roads were frequently impassable for over six months of 

the year. The uncertain and costly nature of transport 

produced by the lack of access and poor quality of the 

roads meant that rural communities were often isolated and 

remained centred on their local cross road or township. 

Communic2.tion with the larger market towns of Stratford 

and ',mi tara was ciifficul t and there was little regional 
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integration. rhe railway's influence, at this time, 

was confined to the southernmost part of 'vib.angamomona 

County, and was therefore limited. 'l:he physical environ

ment was the important modifying influence on man's efforts 

to establish himself in the region from 1892 to 1911. 

ii third underlying theme which contributed to the 

evolution of the settlement pattern was the influence of 

the economic boom and associated good prices for farm 

produce throughout this initial period. 'rhis boom and 

growth in the paDtoral and dairy industries not only gave 

impetus to settlement, but was also the chief reason for 

t;he relative success of the settlers. 'rhe problems and 

difficulties of farming were such that,without good prices 

for f'arm produce many more settler:::> v,fould have been forced 

to abandon their holdings. Lbandonment; of holdings in 

this period was u8uc t.lly only tempor::n';y, only in the most 

hopeless cases v/ere sections abandoned permanently. '1:his 

f2,ct, in itself, points to the general prosperity of the 

region and the confidence felt in its future. 

l:here was a const>nt interplay between these three 

dominant fL~ctors throughout the period. The dynamic im

rulses of the 3tate, pioneering endeavour and favourable 

economic conditions being limited and shaped b~/ the 

physicnl characteristics of the environment. frhe settle

ment pattern and landscape that had pvolved by 1911 was 

pioneering in character. I:he inland areas of llorth-Eastern 
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Taranaki were a 'frontier' of settlement; the poor roads, 

the stunp-littered hi.llslopes, the isolation and privations 

of settlers, the sparse rural population with the lack of 

any urban focus combined to reflect this basic immaturity. 
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CII~,J:T..:.:R IV 

CGKBOLI.D~:..TIU~ liND CHISIS: 1911-1926 

'rhis chapter deals with a period in North-Eastern Taranaki's 

history when the slow consolidation of settlement was in-

terrupted by the 1921 depression. 'rhe depression was 

followed by a period in whic~he problem known as 'deterio-

ration' developed and gave increasing concern to the settlers 

within the region. 

The first section of this chapter deals vJith the pro-

gress of farming from 1912 to 1926. The second section 

examines the question of deterioration, its causes and 

remedies and the extent and location of the problem. The 

final section examines the settlement pattern as it existed 

in 1926 and changes that had occurred in population from 

1911 to 1926. 

CCN'I'INUING FR031,:JUTY, 1911-20: 

The wave of prosperity and high price levels continued 

in New Zealand from 1911 to 1920. Despite these favourable 

conditions the population of the region continued to decline 

(see Fig. 3.1) altllouc;h the cul ti~~£1teCL Drea- in both counties 
1 

increased steadily (Fig. 4.1 and 4.2). Development of 

the bush-clad areas into pasture prior to :iiorld War I was 

restricted by a shortage of labour, especially competent 
2 

bushmen. This problem increased during the war when many 
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young men left the region to serve overseas. This labour 

shortage was exacerbated by the abnormal increases in the 

costs of buildings, fencing materials, grass seed and man-
3 

ures due to the wartime conditions. The costs of bush-
4 

felling increased from £1.3.0 - £1.5.0 per acre in 1911 
5 

to £2.5.0 per acre in 1917. AS a result bush felling 

and maintenance work tended to come to a halt', especially 

amone;st the settlers on the remoter, partiall,j improved 

land, while settlers on the better holdings were compelled 
6 

to 'mark time' with the development of their land. These 

increased costs were compensated for by unprecedented re

turns for most classes of stock and primary products asso-
7 

ciated witijthe wartime demand for raw materials. 
I 

}~om 1918 to 1920 the New Zealand economy lDomed with 

prices for agricultural products, land speculation and land 
8 

values reaching spectacular levels. Butterfat, for ex-
9 

ample, rose from 1s. 5d. per pound in 1915 to 2s. 6d. per 
10 

pound in 1920. The number of registered land agents in 

New Zealand in 1920 was 1400, compared with 919 in 913 
11 

when the Land ./:\.gents Act came into operation. The boom 

was acgravated by unsound public finance, especially lavish 

borrowing for IJublic 'yiorks and, at times, indiscriminate 

purchase of land for the costly policy of settling discharged 
12 

soldiers. 
13 

'rhe Discharged Soldiers' Settlement Act of 1915, set 

aside land for occupation by discharged soldiers With/advances 

to improve and utilise their holdings. Various amendments 



Plate V 

Whangamomona 1920. 

Alexander Turnbull Library. 
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to this Act extended its powers and authorised advances 

to discharged soldiers to enable them; to purchase and 

develop farms, to payoff mortages on land held by them 

and to purchase or erect houses for their personal occupa-
14 

tion. Up to £2,500 could be advanced to purchase the 

freehold of private land wit~ further £750 advanced for 
15 

improvements. llithin the Taranaki Land District, 112,737 

acres for 369 soldiers had been acquired by 1925, most of 
16 

the land being taken up from 1918 to 1920. The extent 

of such settlement in North Eastern Taranaki is difficult 

to ascertain. Only two specific soldier settlements, 

Kohura and :W:arco, were established in the region. 

(Fig. 3.2) Both these settlements were small; Karco being 

356 acres in extent, divided into three sections and Kohura 

with 11 sections had a total area of 4,459 acres. 17 Dis

charged soldiers who did settle in the region were located, 

in the main, on improved or partially improved individual 

holdings, rather than on unimproved bush sections. This 

fact is borne out by a report in 1920 from the Commissioner 

of Crown Lands for Taranaki. "There have been a number of 

bush sections on the market •••• The discharged soldiers 

are not showing a very keen desire to take up unimproved 

land, although some offered is handy to the railway ••• ,,18 

Despine the current economic boom, all classes of 

settlers were, in many cases, struggling to remain solvent. 

Labour shortages continued and noxious weeds, blackberry and 
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19 

fern were proving troublesome to the farmer. Land spec-

ulation had led to excessive values being credited to land 

Yvi th correspondingly high valuations. A settler in .'ihanga

momona County, giving evidence before the Commission on 

Deteriorated lands said that land had been revalued at up 

to four times its proper cost. Land was being valued, in 

some cases, at 37/6d per acre when its actual value was 

around five shillings per acre. Jermings also made the 

important point that in tihe ten years since the formation 

of theWhangamomona County in 1907, rates had increased 

threefold, emu it was quite possible that this would occur 
20 

again in the next ten years. 'rhis increase in rates was 

not compensated for by a corresponding increase in the 

quality of roads within the county. In .:tact finance avail-

able to the Ivhangamomona County Council was hopelessly in-

adequate to even maintain the roads in a reasonable state 

and settlers often had to maintain their own roads. 'rhe 

creation of thG iihangamomona County entirely out of an area 

of rue;ged country with a sparse rural population who had 

encountered many problems and difficulties in settling the 

area s~'lowed a lack of geographical planning and foresight. 

'1:he development of land was increasingly hampered by 

the increased costs as Han excessive percentage of returns 

had to be swallowed up in rents, rates and interest on 

fictitously'high values",21 thereby limiting the amount of 

capital available for land development. 

'rhe continuing lack of access was a major problem to 
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settlers, especially access to individual holdings off the 

main communication routes. '1'he Stratford Evening Fost 

rel)Orted in 1920 that settlers on the IVlarco Road, in 

lihangamomona county, had been on their land for 20 years 
22 

and were still only served by a six-foot track. 

'.rhe post-war boom and settlement by discharged soldiers 

failed to expand the settlement frontier,to any great 

extent, into previously unsettled areas. (see Fig. 4.1 & 4.2). 

Settlement and development were concentrated in the main, 

on holdings that were improved or partially improved. In 

fact, the excesses of this economic boom, in the long run, 

outweighed its benefits, laying the foundations for many 

future problems. 

Before dealing with the 1921 depression and its after

math a brief look must be given to the rise in importance 

of the dairy industry from 1912 to 1920. (see ]lig. 4.3) 

AS early as 1913 it was noted in a report of the Lands 

and Survey Department, that dairying had expanded onto areas 

of the back country where previously it was regarded as 

impossible. The development of home separation meant that 

distance from the factory was not the same drawback it 
23 

used to be. The extension of the industry in the region 

received renewed impetus after ;t,jorld 'liar I (Fig. 4.4) 

.A report in 1920 noted that, lithe collection of cream from 

farms in the back blocks by different co-operatives is 

becoming very useful to holders of sheep farms with a 

little flat or easy land to run a few cows •••• giving 
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a little money for current expenses to tide over the 
24 

longer intervals of returns from ordinary grazing". 

The depression of 1921 had all importrAllt influence 

on the farming of I\orth-Eastern Iraranaki. After 25 years 

of continued prosperity the price bubble had burst and the 

problems of settlement and farming that had been marked 

by high prices, were starkly revealed. Frices for the 

products of sheep farming were the first to fall, followed 

by dairy products, and many farmers were immediately 
25 

struggling to make ends meet. ispecially hard hit were 

the settlers who had obtained land at the height of land 

speculation, such as the discharged soldiers. ~ith a 

drastic drop in income, many settlers could not payoff 

the high rents and mortgages, that had resulted from the 

recent land speculation. The Tahora correspondent of the 

stratford 2vening ~ost pointed out the absurdity of such 

hie;h valuations on this class of cOWltry. Speaking of a 

person rated on an unimproved vGlue of '{'4 per acre he noted 

that, II •••• butter-fat would have to be 5/- an ounce and 

wool 10/- per pound before a man could parade before a 

banker without running the risk of being spoken to with 
26 

a pick handlel!. 

Irhe continual lack of access became even more relevant 

with the drop in farmers' incomes. This Vias exemplified 

by Masters, the member of .Parliament for Stratford, 
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when speaking of a settler in his electorate, said: 

tiRe is supposed to have a six foot track to his homestead . . . . 
there are portions of that track •••• that are not more than 

three feet wide; and before that se~tler can sell his wool 

he has to carry it out in sacks on a pack horse and put it 

in bales at the end of the road, he then sends it on to the 
27 

market, where he receives only 3d. or 4d. a pOund·". 

'rhe particular severity of the depression on the pro-

ducts of extensive sheep farming accelerated the increasing 

importsnce of dairying within the region. (li'ig. 4. 3) 

Economic motives were the prime reason for many farmers shift-
28 

ing the emphasis on their farms, from sheep to dairy cows. 

1rices for the products of extensive grazing, remained de-

pressed longer than prices for dairy produce and farme.rs 

opted for a regular if small income from dairying rather 

than a low irregular income from sheepfarming. 

Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4 show the influence of the 

depression of 1921 on the farming industry, with a decrease 

in the cultivated area, as well as the number of holdings 

within the region.rhe figures for Clifton County are 

biased,to a cert2in extent, by the large area of Taranaki 

lowland within its boundaries. As speculation was most 

rife in dairyJland the fall in prices, although less sus

tained, was more drastic and the number of holdings declined 

sharply. Whangamomona County gives a more factual picture 

of tile situation in the inland areas of North Eastern Taranaki. 
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The depression, although making conditions extremely 

difficult, did not result in any large scale abandonment. 

The slump in prices was fortunately short lived. 

By 1923 "butter had returned to prices more on the lines 

of .samd finance •••• and wool was stabilising on a fig

ure 100 per cent in advance of the preceding year". l~rices 

revived from 1923 to 1925, but in 1925 fell again. However, in 

the middle twenties the level of prices, sustained by rapidly 

increased production and lavish public spending, although 
29 

below the wartime peak, were reasonably satisfactory. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 reveal this increase in the cultivated 

area as settlers attempted to increase production to make 

up for the lower price levels. By 1926 this expansion had 

tapered off, in the face of steadily increasing problems. 

'rhe depression and followinG years had accentuated a 

serious problem that was steadily increasing in scope and 

intensity within the region. The problem was the replace

ment of pasture by secondary growth, consisting in the main 

of scrub and fern, with a subsequent decrease in carrying 

capacity and productivity of the land. The steady increase 

in deterioration of pasture had been masked to some extent, 

prior to 1921, by the continual good prices for primary 

products. NOVJ that the price levels had slipped, the effect 

of deterioration hecame particularly noticeable. The increas-

ing concern over this phenomena was reflected in new research, 

especially by Levy, into the problems of farming within the 
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hill country pastures of New Zealand. This research was 

especially concentrated on the mid-Vlestern areas of hill 

country, especially the 'raranaki back-country. .h series of 

articles published in the New Zealand Journal of kgriculture 
30 

from 1923 to 1928, contain the results of Levy's research 

and proved extremely valuable in providing information on 

the causes of deterioration and the necessary steps to 

eviate the situation. However, research was not enough, 

and the Stratford Chamber of Commerce, in a letter to their 

II,ember of .. i:-'arliament, lLasters, pointed out the need for 

positive concrete action. liThe experimental work initiated 

by IvU' Bruce Levy last autumn will certainly bear good fruit. 

111he process of deterioration gathers speed, and the longer 

efforts of reclamation are delayed the greater and more 
31 

expensive and more doubtful these efforts must be. II A.s 

the situation became more critical these representations 

bore fruit with the setting up of a Special Committee in 

1924 to discuss and investigate the problem of deterioration 

fully, concentrating on areas of North Taranaki and the 
32 

South-west King Country. Before discussing the attemp~ 

taken to deal vdth deterioration, the causes of deterioration 

need to be discussed in detail. 

D£'I'~HIGlL.l'IGl, : 

Frank has discussed the reasons for deterioration and 
33 

the necessary remedies fully. However, because the whole 

question of deterioration is basic to the evolution of the 
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settlement pattern this ground must be re-covered, albeit 

briefly. 

Deterioration, or reversion of pasture was the term 

given to the process whereby pasture grasses were replaced 

by various classes of fern and scrub - consisting of bracken 

(Pteridium esculentum), ha;~d fern (Paesia scaberulia), 

wineberry (Aristotelia serrata), manuka (Leptospermum 

scoparium), fuschia (Fuschia exorticata), tutu (Coriaria 

arborea) and Hutiwai (Acaena anserinifolia). The appearance 

of secondary growth did not; mean ·that the land was too 

poor for grass, but reflected a strong natural tendency for 

the land to revert to its original forest cover. In fact, 

the lrma was capable of compara.tively high carrying capacities 

when prOljerly grassed.. Cockayne noted, that if it was not 

for the high carrying capacity of much of the remaining 

areas of farmland in the ~'Jhangamomona County, he would 
34 

have grave doubts about the redevelopment of reverted land. 

Indeed, much of the initial prosperity of the region was 

due to the good pastures that were originally produced 

from the bush covered hills. 

Basically, deterioration was the result of two main 

factors. Firstly, the land with its low to medium natural 

fertility coupled with the heavy rainfall, was particularly 

conducive t~~he establishment of secondary growth. This 

was especially noticeable once the induced fertility of 

the soil, provided by ash from the first burn, was depleted. 

The second basic factor was the inability of farmors, 
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through a number of different factors, to stop the estab-

lishment of secondary growth and control its spread. 

Deterioration usually appeared six to ten years after 

the initial pasture had been esl:ic1.blished, but did not 

become a serious problem in the region until 1912, accord

ing to Cleland, Chairman of the Nhangamomona County Council 

in 1924. At this time the costs of development and mainten-

ance, such as bushfelling, fencing ms.terials and manure, 

rose sharply. 'llhe price of land also rose from ten to 
36 

fifteen shillings per acre to thirty to thirty-five shillings. 

These increased costs reduced the amoilllt of capital avail-

able for development and maintenance. Consequently, det-

erioration gradually increased in scope and intensity. 

However, several factors prior to 1912 had contributed to 

the deterioration of pasture after only ten to fifteen years 

of farming. 

Climat;e was an important factor in the conversion of 

bushlands into pasture. The effectiveness of pasture 

establishment depended to a large degree on the efficiency 

of the first burn. Unless the initial burn was a good 

one, the seeds and spores of secondary growth remained 

untouched. A bad burn, usually due to a wet summer, 

meant that pasture grass had to compete wit~econdary 
37 

growth. Such dependance on the climate is reflected 

in the following quote from the Kohuratahi correspondent of 

thenStratford Evening I'ostttin 1912. 
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1I;.[Ihere are thousands of acres waiting for the match, 

but the very wet sun~er has made burning impossible. 

Iv.any settlers are tr;ying to dispose of their grass seed 
38 

ordered many months ago. 1I 

'rhe heavy rainfall of the region meant that good 

initial burns vvere difficult to a tti.;..in and pasture devel-

opment suffered as a consequence. 

Ignorance of the; special local conditions and unsuitable 

management techniques also weakened the ability of pasture 

to withstand secondary growth. ]'irstly, a lack of local 

knowledge vias evident with the ini tial sub-division of 

much of the land into units that were unsuitable both in 

size and in the proportion of flat land. (see Chapter three). 

Economic development of this country would have been facil

itated by larger, more r~ational units. ;1'1:1e amount of amal

gamation of small sections in the special settlements, in 

the initial period of settlement, is indicative of the 

general unsuitability of small sections to this type of 

country. 'rhe government, however, still persisted on 

certain occasions in subdividing large areas of land, 

made up of amalgamated sections, into small units for 
39 

soldier settlement. rhe early settlers, with confidence 

gained from experience in developing other hill country 

areas of hew LJealand, such as Rangitikei, used the same 

teclmiques on the hill country of North Eastern Taranaki. 

·rhe different conditions made this experience and their 
40 

techniQues of little value. The luxurious forest cover 
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gave every indic8.tion of fertility and high fertility 

demanding ~nglish grasses, such as clovers, rye and cock-

sfoot were sown amidst the tangled mass of burnt stumps. 

Initially these grasses did well on the ash of the primary 

forest burn. Growth was spectacular in the first few 

years and frequently crops of turnips were grovm in the 
41 

first six months after the burn. After six to ten years 

the combined effects of heavy rainfall and fertile demand

ing grasses soon depleted this initial fertility. The 

English grasses could not adapt to the lower fertility 

levels inherent in the mudstones and sandstones and were 

gradually replaced by poorer grasses such as Danthonia pil

osa and secondary growth. 'fhe English grasses proved un-

suitable for much of the farming land/of the region, only 

surviving on the fertile flats and lower hillslopes. Early 

farm management techniques also hastened the deterioration 

of pasture. Settlers were generally concerned withtt;he 

extensive clearing, rather than the consolidation of good 
42 

pastures on their holdings. • The importance of stock 

management in the creation of good pasture was frequently 

not realised in the early days. There was insufficient 

fencing for controlled stocking and little use was made of 

beef cattle, for the control of secondary growth. This 

lack of beef cattle was often accentuated by injudicious 

heavy and continuous grazing by sheep, that quickly wore 

down th~pastures. The shortage of beef cattle was due to 
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a lack of initial capital amongst early settlers and the 

absence of profit associated with the sale of beef cattle. 

It was a peculiarity of the region that cattle were usually 

bought in the spring, \'vhen prices were hie;h, and sold in 
43 

the autumn when prices were low. The chief benefit of 

cattle was felt indirectly in their ability to control 

secondary growth, but the lack of direct profit made 
44 

settlers diffident about their purchase. l.1:he increase 

in importance of dairying noted in this chapter, also played 

its part in the deterioration of pasture. J.Ii.uch of the 

dairying, especiallJ during the depreGsioL., developed on 

land that was more suited for sheep farming that dairying. 

lJairy cows were unable to control the spread of secondary 

growth and furthermore reduced the area available for grazing 

by sheep and beef cattle. Consequently deterioration, to a 

certain extent, went uncontrolled even on farmed areas. 

Coupled with this fact was a reduction in the area effectively 

farmed.;iitb the concentration of dairying on the valley 

flats and more fertile lower hill slopes, the steeper slopes 

and less accessible areas of properties were frequently 

neglected or only lightly stocked. These areas quickly 

deteriorated into secondary growth. 

The effects of these factors were accentuated by a 

lack of finance, especially after the decrease in returns 

that followed the 1921 depression. kany of these increased 

costs such as bush felling, materials, the price of land, 

increased valuations and rates have been discussed earlier 
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in this chapter. Increasing costs had also hampered the 

development of the communication network. lliany properties 

were still without a 12 foot track to their farms twenty 

years ai'ter the land had been alienated. Although much 

of this was in fact due to the early settlement policy of 

putting settlers on land to earn money and delay the road-

making, the slow development of access thereon was mainly a 
46 

financial one. Before 1913 it was not customary to 'load' 

land for r08.ding in excess of 5 s. an acre. '::Chis proved 

hopelessly inadequ,cl, te andjwas increased. By 1925 it was 

estimated, in the counties covered by the Special Committee 

on deteriorated lands (see reference 32) that the construc-

tion of unmetalled roads with bridges v,ould cost £1. 4 s. 
47 

for every acre occupied. }art of this cost was due to 

the fact that roads had to be carried through land that 

did not pay rates, such as Crown and Native Land, to reach 

occupied areas. But also the cost of roadmaking had risen 

dramatically. Prior to~/orld 'Nar I, roading costs were 

from £150 to £500 per mile, depending on the type of country. 
48 

By 1925 these costs had doubled. These figures exclude 

the cost of metalling the roads which, because of the 

limited deposits of IDeal in the region, was extremely high. 

i{ailwa;y facilities had reached ':ranganakau by 1925, but even 

this line of communication was subject to the vagaries of 

the climate. E'or example a cloud-burst centred on 

Vihangamomona and Uruti in 1924 closed the line for five 

months and once again the settlers were dependant upon 
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the Chura road. 
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irhe increased costs of farming, accentuated by un-

reliable and expensive communications, severely limited 

the settlers' ability to control deterioration and was 

the main reason for the continued spread of deterioration 

after the causes of the problem had been established. 

By 1925 it was estimated from questionaires that in 

the counties under study by the special committee (see 

ref. 32) apIlroximately 40% of the to tal area felled and 
50 

gral;;)sed had deteriorated into '-lecondary growth. 

Cockayne estimated a similar percentage for Whangamomona 
51 

County. Good farmers, as well as the incompetent, were 

affected. Levy noted that, even on the best farms, it 

would Il no t be too hard to say on the average 30% of the 

farm was growing nothing but hard fern manuka and other 
52 

rubbish ll
• These fi~~res give a fair indication of the 

general incidence of deterioration in North Eastern 

;raranaki. From the same questionaire data it was estimated 

that the average total indebtedness per acre on fairly clean 
53 

land was £7 .14s .Od. The costs of development were estim-
54 

ated at from ~1.15s. to £2.3s.6d. per acre and it was 

obvious that some form of financial assistance was rapidly 

required. Deterioration was extremely widespread in the 

Taranaki back country as a whole, there being a much larger 

area on the hills covered by secondary growth, than by 
55 

grass. l1.long the flats and easy sloping foothills there 
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was usually good grass. Further up the slope the grass 

usually weakened ,:=md weeds increased, ~radually merging 

into zones of secondary growth. Cn stocked land the 

first zone of secondary growth was usually hard fern 
56 

follov,<ed by a zone of bracken. 

rhis was the situation investigated by a ecial 

Committee in 19249nd in 1925, as a result of their 
57 

findings,che Deteriorated Lands Act was enacted • 

. i{evaluEtion committees were set up under this l'\.ct with 

power "te revalue land and to recommend the remission of 

rent or interest; to consolidate and reclassify farms 

and to recommend adv(,)'Ilces and define the purposes for wbich 
58 

these Vlereto be used". 'rhese loans and rent remissions 

','iere to enable settlers to make a start in controlling 

reversion through fencing, logginG, resowing and stocking 

after burns topdre::.~sing • 

}he farming industry of Horth tern frcranaki had 

~hus reached an extremely critical period in its development. 

Because of the dependance of the settlement pattern on the 

industry, its future evolution would be closely allied with 

the ability of the settlers, to ~ilise e legislative 

provisions and re-establish f8rm~ng on a sound economic 

basis • 

.Apart from farming, the construction of the Stratford 

~.jai:n 'J:lrunk line was the other major factor that had a dete:r:m:ining 



Plate VI 

Whangamomona c 1920 

(Photo - Alexander Turnbull Library) 
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influence on the settlement pattern. By 1926 the railway 

had reached 'I'angarakau leaving only H small section, through 

rUi;ged country, to complete the line. The railway, which 

had been originally constructed to serve the existing 

settlers, helped to facilitate the brief expansion of 

settlement after 1918, but had little influence in check-

ing the spread of deterioration. hS in the initial period 

of settlement, its main influence on the settlement pattern 

was in the location of the workers associated with its 

construction. In 1912, the main construction camp was 

at Tahor.a, wf .. ich, in the words of the Taho .0.. correspondent 

to the Stratford .c.;vening lost bacame "a regular township with 

residential flats, library, blacksmith's shop and numerous 
59 

other aecessories ll
• By 1926 most of the wQrkers had 

gravi tated to the rrangarakau flat area. The heavy construc

tion work, including several long tunnels, in the last stretch 

of line,necessitated a large number of workmen. Overnight 

a township sprang up at 'rangarakau which Vias destined for 

some spectacular, but short-lived, growth. This will be 

dealt with in the next chapter. 

IH 1926: 

From 1912 to 1926 the population of the region slowly 

declined. (Fig. 3.1) :rhe settlement pattern in 1926 was 

very similar in shape and character to that of 1911, 

(li'ig. 4.5) overC'i11 there being a slif;ht contraction in 

settlemen t, especially on the fringe areas. irhe steady 

expansion of' the cultivated area from 1912 to 1920 had 
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been offset by the steady reversion of pasture to second

ary growth. ~his deterioration by 1925 had led to little 

actual abandonment of holdings. iiihe report of the Special 

Conilllittee OIl the Deterioration of Crown lands estimated that 

in the counties investigated, 3.77% of the total holdings, 
60 

and 4.970 of the total area occupied had been abandoned. 

'1'he percentage of abandoned holdings in North Eastern 

Taranaki vms therefore only slight overall, although 

there was a sharp decrease in Whangarnomona County in 1926 

(Fig. 4.4) Deterioration resulted, at this s , in a 

reduction of the cultivated area of the region limiting 

its economic base and weakening the individual settler's 

economic position. 

There were, however, several changes in the general 

location of population within the region, which were re-

fleeted in the settlement pattern. #i thin 17hangamomona 

County, the 3trathrnore-~ahokura area declined in populaGion. 

'Ehis area of moderate hill country was one of the first 

areas settled in the region and deterioration had gained a 

firmer hold on the pastures of this area. Il'he loss in pop-

ulation was also due to the eastward lllovement of railway 

construction workers away from Pohokura, which, prior to 

1911 had been an important base camp. In Clifton County, 

population loss WB.S more evenly distributed, occuring mainly 

on tIw i ringes of the settlement pattern. 

;1'here were also indic;; tions of limited growth wi thin 

this settlement pattern. Settlement had gradually extended 
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along the ',;hangamomona Valley ltoad from the early 1E)OO's 

and by 1926 there was a sizeable population in the J::..otuhia 

area. Growth also occurred in the Tahora-'I'angarakau area 

associated with the establishment of the railway camps, 

and by 1926 this area was the second main focus of popula

tion within Whangamomona County. In Clifton County there are 

little signs of definite growth, the lower inland valleys of 

the Tongaponutu, Uruti and Urenui rivers providing the main 

foci of settlement. 

:rhe townships of '~.hangamomona and Urenui were the 

main service centres for the region. Both towns had slowly 

increased in size until by 1926 Urenui had a popul ion of 
61 

284 compared to ~Jhangamomona IS 262. Whangamomona I s growth 

was due to the development of the railway and 'through' routes 

of communication and it gradually rep::;'aced the small cross-

road settlements, such as Kohur.atahi, in providing services 

for farmers. Urenui in its position on the frinf;es of the 

10wlFmd and upland areas, continued to serve mainly the 

dairying areRS of the northern Taranaki lowland. Both 

'i~hangamomona and Urenui, however, were still extremely 

small ruld relatively insignificant in the overall pattern 

of population distribution in the l l aranaki province. 

CC;:'CLUi3ICN: 

'I'hej'evolutioIl of set:;tlement during this period was an 

importan tone , despite the lack of obvious chane;es 'Ni thin 

the pattern. Settlement had reached a crucial stage in its 
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development. Its future progress depended to a large 

de~ree upon the ability of settlers to increase the economic 

base of the region through the control and eradication of 

secondary growth. 

l~sp-n the ini tiel period of settlemen11 the physical 

environment played a major role in the progress of settle

ment. Its most important influence wc~s in providing the 

physical basis for the development of de~erioration. The 

local conditions of soils, relief and climate were quite 

different to other hill country areas of New Zealand and 

ignorance o:f these local conditions, hampered settlers in 

their attempts at pasture development .rhe heavy costs of 

road construction due to the ru(';ged terrain, heavy rainfall, 

absence of road metal and heavy erosion restricted the 

development of good access. rhe slow developcent of access 

was an important contributory factor in lessening settler's 

economic ability to control deterioration. 

Government activity WaS less dominant than in the 

early period of settlement. Cne major positive attempt 

at settlement was the Discharged Soldiers' settlement 

schemes, but these had ver;y little influence on the settle

ment p ern. 'rhe inc:ceasing problew of c.eterioretior: 

saw the establishmentof the Deterioreted Lands Act in 

1 , which attempted to give settlers financial 

asaistence necessary to control de'teriore..tion. l~S this 

Act falls at the end of the period, its influence was limited 

it is in the next chapter that the efficiency of these 
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measures will be discussed. 

l'he chanGing economic candi tions wi thin New Z;ealmd 

were responsible for many of the problems experienced 

throUGhout this period. From 1911 to 1926 settlers were 

handic ed by limitations in capital. This lack of 

c ital stemmed from direct sources, such as the drop in 

prices for primary produce and also indirectly from high 

transport costs and increased rates and rents. fhe combined 

result was a decrease in the abilit,y of farmers to combat 

problems, SUCrl as deterioration, vv'hen they appeared • 

.Economic factors were the prime reason for the spread and 

growth of deterioration to the stage where special legisla

tion was enacted to try and help solve the problem. 

h third major feature that contributed to the evolution 

of the settlement pattern vias [;he legacy of initial settlement. 

Settlers were, in a sense, victims of the past in that the 

mistakes of ini tiel settlement vlere masked by continued 

prosperity and only when economic difficulties became acute, 

in the 1920's, were these mistakes indubitably apparent • 

• ,hen this occurred the settlers had the knowled ,but 

lacked the means to put the findings of research, such as 

Levy's, into practical use. 

The~malgam of all these factors was seen in the phen

omenon of deteriori.ition, the 'bete noir' of the,li.nland areas 

of horth Easternl'aranaki. The counter measures needed to 

combat deterioration were comprehensive in scope and expensive 

to mount, ranGing from rent reforms to increased stocking 
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by beef cattle. The sk of bringing reverted land back 

into production was not only one of the leading pastoral pro-
62 

blems New Zealand had to face at that time, but also extremely 

crucial to the future of settlement within North tern 

Taranaki in particular. 

The settlement pattern and landscape of North Eastern 

i.I:aranaki in 1926 was the result of a period of transition. 

rhe settlement pattern was immature and unsecurely based; 

in fact, ver;;: similElr to thDt which had existed in 1911. 

1'11e important difference ViaS that in 1911, despite many 

problems, Be iJtlers were reasonably prosperous and prospects 

looked bright. In 1926 the reverse applied and unless the 

problem of deterioration was remedied a substantial decline 

in the settlement pattern would be the result. GovernmEIt 

legislation provided substanti!"l financial measures to 

combat the problem, but the efficacy of this was limited, 

unless fermers were receiving reasonable prices for their 

products. Thus, the future progress of settlement hinged 

a great deal on factors beyond the settlers' control; 

the demand and prices for primary produce in overseas 

markets. 
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1926 - 1945 

This chapter deals with a period in the history of North-

tern 'raranaki when the fortunes of the farming industry 

underwent a severe recession, which by 1945 had resulted in 

a e;reatly reduced population and contracted settlement 

pattern. 'rhe first section deals with the progress of 

the farming sector ruld its relationships with the settle

ment pattern. 'rhe next section deals wi th~he continuing 

influence of the railway and the advent of coal mining on 

this settlement pattern. rI'hirdly, the chane;es in popula

tion anc1 settlement pattern are evaluated. 'rhe final section 

examines the most importEmt influences on the period and 

places them in perspective. 

1926 - 1928 Glil~i.;.,LLll.;.H.'I'I0N: 

From 1926 to 1928 prices for primary produce, although 

below the wartime peak, ",vere reasonably sa1Jisfactory and 

stable. 'rhe l~ew L.ealand economy was being sustained by 
1 

rapidly increasing production and lavish public spending. 

iii thin the context of J:.4orth tern 'raranaki, the most 

pressing problem was the continuing decline in the carrying 

capacity of pasture associated with the spread of secondary 

growth.rhe financial provisions of the iJeteriorated Lands 

}.ct of 1925 (see Chapter IV) were being increasingly utilised 
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in an attempt to halt deterioration. In 1928, in the 

'llaranaki Land .i..listrict, 404 applications for relief were 

dealt withlunder the Act, with remissions of rentals of up 
i 2 

to 12 years, in exceptional cases, being granted. Both the 

State and private mortg1.l[;ees co-operated in the securing 
3 

of these rent concessions for lessees. The progress that 

was being made during this p 
4 

od was evident, not only on 

the properties themselves, but also in the settlers' attitudes. 

I,al tel', the 1\101'. for Stratford, noted that in his district; 

"the settlers there are now working well, whereas previously 

they were despondent. 'J:hey saw no daylight ahead of them, 

but now they have been granted concessions and reductions in 

rent they are doing good work on their farms, and one can 

already see an improvement in the deteriorated farmlands in 

my district. r.,~ill.Y properties which appeared to be hopeless 
5 

propositions twelve months ago are rapidly improvingtl. 

:J:his renewed Government interest the area was reflected 

in the establishment of a demonstration farm at Whangamomona 
6 

in 1928. rhis was a practical demonstration, for the 

farmers' benefit, of the proper methods to be utilised in 

dealing with deterioration. 

11.1 though positive. tewpts ~ere made to Golve the problem 

of deterioration, farms - especially ex-soldiers' properties -

were being abandoned. :1:he struggle to main tain the carrying 

capacity of reverting areas, requiring as it did a greater 

use of labour, fertil ers and better stocking, was beyond 
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the capacity of some farmers and from 1926-7 to 1928-9, 
7 

57 soldier farms were vacated in the Taranaki Land District. 

Usually, however, this loss was balanced by the disposal of 

many of these farms to new occupiers, although abandoned 

properties were difficult to dispose of in the grazing 
8 

country of the back districts. by 1928-9 there was a 

greater demand forbhese areas, reflecting the gradual 

improvement in che apparent prospects of the region. 

(,verall between 1926 ond 1929 the negative aspects 

of deterioration were balanced and to some extent outweighed 

by the positive advc:mtELses gained from Government, reinforced 

by a period of relatively stable prices .,ii th new-found 

confidence froID financial backing, settlers were making 

determined efforts to halt the spread of deterioration and 

re-develop reverted areas into good pasture. The number of 
9 

farms in the region remained st;:.;ble, (Fig. 5.1) withan 

increase in the occupied and cultivated areas (Figil. 5.2 & 5.3). 

Farms were getting larger as a result of the establishment 

of larger, morc economic unibs, either as new farms or - more 

often - the amalgamation of several small properties (Fig. 6. t;). 

1929-33, DE.l:)IL~;:.iCI(;N: 

'fhe attempts to check the reversion of pasture within 

1~orth-.C;a3ternfaranaki received a severe set-back during 

the depression from 1929 to 1933. lrices for primary produce 

fell dramaticnlly. By 1930 V/ool had dropped an average of 
10 

50)~ to 7d. per pound. 'J:he grazier ' s existence depended to 
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a eat extent on the remittance of rents to the fullest 

possible extent. 'llhere were numerous requests for rental 

concessions, e ecially from the grazing areas of ~orth-
11 

Gas tern i1:aranaki. Farmers were compelled to lean heavily 

on finance-institutions, stock and station agents, and 
12 

the State. ~very year an increasing number of farms were 

being abandoned with very few being taken up. This was 

especially true of grazing properties for which there was 
13 

little demand. Folson, the l;_.F. for the .stratford elec-

torate, which included a substantial area of North Eastern 

raranaki, noted the effects of low prices on farmers in 

his area. "The values are so Imv today that the backblock 

sheep farmer cannot pay for the shearing and marketing of 

his wool after the sheep are delivered into his woolshed." 

Dairy farmers were also hard hit by the depression • 

14 

. Ii th the price of butterfat around one shilling per pound, 

only the most capable farmers, wit~a reasonably large herd, 
15 

were able to make ends meet. Despite these poor prices for 

butterfat, mrulY graziers ran, in addition to their sheep, 

small herds of dairy cows as a means of ensuring a reasonably 
16 

regular secondary income. In theiihangamomona Valley and 

,otuhia area settlers "raised cattle in the bottom of the 

valleys. vne settler carried his cream on his back through 

the bush for miles to thevvanganui River where it was put 

on a boat and sent to WaIlganui, 100 miles away •••• llhese 

settlers lived on the products of dairying in the valleys, 
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and the hill land terioratrhe farmers could not keep 
17 

the hills clean or stocked." The increasing importo.nce in 

dairying can be seen in .Fie;ure 5.5. .a.ssocia ted wi tl1jthis 

trend to dairying was the developmentbf fat lamb raisine;, 

in lieu of pure wool production, as fat lambs were paying 
18 

nearly as much as dairying. 

The depression was a severe blow to the settlers of 

the horth-Eastern :raranaki Uplands for several reasons. 

Firstly, because it occurred when the settlers were strug-

Gling to adapt farming methods to the peculiar local condi-
19 

tions and needed financial support. rhe/lack of capital 

resulting from the depression, prevented the lasting intro-

duction of methods essential to hill country improvement 

such as sub-division, topdressing, scrub-cutting ~ld increased 

stocking by cattle. Secondly, because of the tendency during 

the periods of de:pression to reduce the amount of hired labour 

and postpone maintenance, the recession of prices had a more 

serious and lasting effect on the hill country liable to 

reversion than highly productive areas. 'rhe switch to 

dairying and fat lamb raising by many farmers meant a con-

centration of production on the more accessible areas of 

farms, usually the valley flats and/lower hill slopes. 'rhe 

poorer surroundinf:" hill country, under-stocked and under-main

tained, quickly reverted or remained in secondary growth. l\ot 

only were the hilly areas neglected, but much of the dairying 

was on unsuitable land. ~he result often was that half the 

farm was worked and the balance was surrendered to scrub and 
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'rhe consequent increase in the incidence of secondary 

growth resulting from the depression, quickly negated the 

steady expansion that had been achieved in the late 1920's. 

'rhe number of farms declined steadily (Fig. 5.1) with a 

large decrease both in the cultivated and occupied area 

(:F'ig. 5.2 & 5.3). both large and small properties were 

abandoned. '.[Ihis is reflected in .F'igure 5.4 where , despite 

the fall in occupied area, the average size of holdings 

remained comp i vely stable. 'l\he accelerated growth of 

deterioration that resulted from the depression had, accord-
21 

ing to one report, sealed the fate of the settlers • 

. From 1934-5 onwards, prices for primary produce gradually 

recovered, especially for wool and fat lambs, with dairy 
22 

prices lagGing behind. 'rhe decline in the number of the 

farms stc:bilised in the middle 1930's, but many of the 

prorerties were in a pitiful state and were on the verge 

of being abandoned. 11. valuer's :eport on a farm in the 

iJhangamomona Valley in 1937 illustrates the extent to which 

some farms had deteriorated. 

IIThis property should never have had its bush felled. 

It is questionable if it has any marketable value now. 

Undoubtedly some c tle and sheep are run on it, but always 

wi th\heavy losses. J,:,anuka is steadily closing in over it, 

and money spent fighting this on such a property . . . . would 
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be thrown away. The present occupier is abandoning the pro-
23 

perty penniless." Gradually the disillusioned settlers, 

who had managed to survive the depression, left their farms, 

as the position became/increasingly hopeless end the rate 

of abandonment increased. 

lhe Government's attitude to the re-development of 

abandoned and reverted areas took an increasingly harder 

line, as evidenced in a report by the Taranaki Daily News 

in 1939. vne yOWlg would-be settler, wishing to take up 

abandoned land in the v~-hangamomona area was told: II.. that 

the Lands Department l,vas reluctant to take any action that 

would have the effect of establishing another settler in 

the v/'hangamomona district •••• It only a matter of time 

when these lands will revert to their natural state and the 
25 

sooner this happens the better!1. l..and development by the 

2LJ-

;Jt e in the early 1930' s and '40' s was limited; development 

being confined mainly to isolated areas that were Wlsuitable 

for closer settlement, a total area of 7,403 acres. Luch 

of this land did not warrant this capital expenditure, but an 
26 

effort was made as a contribution to the war effort. Even 

this modest attempt at rehabilitation was thwarted when a 

cloud-burst that destroyed the road in places, forced the 
27 

'Iwhangamomona scheme (4,000 acres) to be abandoned. 
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1939-45 

During World 7Jar II, from 1939 to 1945, deterioration 

of pasture again regained impetus as development and mainten

ance work was neglected. ii. shortage of labour and phosphatic 

fertilisers were the main reasons for the continuing spread 
28 

of secondary growth. The abandonment of holdings continued, 

placing a lexge burden on the shoulders of the remaining 

settlers, especially in the form of rates. The position 

became so serious within the Whangamomona County that in 

1944 the County Council delivered a petition to Parliament 

asking that a loan for roading in the ',uhangamomona Valley 

be written off. The council was collecting virtually no 

rates from an area in whic~he rateable value had fallen 
29 

from £30,224 in 1921 to £3,856 in 1944. '1:he assumption 

of the liability by the rest of the county it was fH t would 

IIthrow an undue burden on these areas for the following reasons. 

FiI'stly, the.t the areas are partially developed second and 

third class lands. ;Secondly, -chat they already carry their 

own rating burdens in respect of roading vvhich, from the 

nature of the country entail heavy annual maintenrulce and 

require considerable expenditure before roading services 
30 

are adeCluate". '1:his petition illustrates the delib&.ting 

effect abandonment had on local body finances. The loss in 

ratepayers was not compensated for by a decrease in the ex

penditure necessary for normal maintenance and development 

work on important rural services, such as roading. 
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Jlhe decline in the numb,:~r of farms (.Fig. 5.1)occupied, 

lild cultivated area (Fig. 5.2 & 5.3) continued during the 

period between 1939 and 1945. 'rhe decline is not so marked 

as perhaps could be expected, bu1:;lthe demands of wartime 

production undoubtedly kept many farmers on their land. 

The average size of holdings continued to increase rapidly 

as the smaller, less economic units disappeared, usually 

into amalgamations into larger holdings. ( • 5.4) 

This, very briefly, was the outline of development of 

farming within the region from 1926 to 1945. Before examin-

ing the influence of these developments on the settlement 

pattern, several other contributory factors need to be 

examined. 

rPH ,,', 1:'> . ., L':' , y. 31 
.J.. .u .tLn.L w~~ • 

The Jtratford 1i,ainrrunk line was finally completed in 

1932, twenty-one years after the first spike had been driven. 

Its influence on the settlement pattern was limited because 

of its locction along the already existine; lines of settle

ment. The continuing poor state of feeder routes to the 

railway meant th.:::~t its advant s could not be utilised to 

the fullest pOGsi ble extent. Hoads Viere a continual problem, 

as in previous years, and as late as 1935 a deputation from 

'l'ahora met the I~iinister of Public.iorks to draw his attention 

to the roads of the district which~re 'badly in need of 

attention". This problem was accentuated by the decision 

of the Railway Board in 1932 to regard the line as the main 



Plate V11 

TEngarakau Railway Camp 1929 

Parliamentary Papers D - 1, Public 

Works Statement. Append. Jour. House 

of Rep. 1929. 
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means of trcillsport for the dis l:irict, retarding the develop-
33 

ment of better road communications still further. The 

route also had lost much of its economic importunce because 

of the establishment of the coastal highway as the main 

communication route across the uplands. Although the rail-

vvay did mean an improvement in cOl1llIlunications to settlers, 

it was too late to halt anq'save large areas of land from 

beine; abandoned. 

'I'he biggest impact of the railway on the sett;lement 

pattern in this period was the establishment of a large 

}'ublic i'iorks camp at Tangarakau. From 1925 to 1932 the 

main base for the heavy construction work needed to complete 

the line was at Irangarakau Flat. uvernight a township had 

sprung up which in its heyday was the most populous and 

busy town on the Stratford l\Jain !rrunk Line. Before the 

line was opened in 1932, one thousand people lived at the 

lE'latl which had a substantial business area, sports 
34 

facilities, power house and most~ther civic amenities. 

~he provision of railway facilities also facilitated the 

working of coal deposits in the Tanganakau area which 

resul ted in a furth(~r concentre_tion of population at the 

town .,Hth the completion of thckailway in 1932 the town 

had fulfilled its main function and the population rapidly 

declined, leaving little evidence behind of its form8r 

importance. 



Plate VIII ... 

Typical canvas town of the railway 

workers. Manga.tete 1929. 

Parliamentary Paper. - Public Works 

Statment D - 1. A.J .H.,R. 1929. 
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eCAL 1.INING: 35 

L6 earls as 1392 ~homas IlJ- spoke of the great 

potential of the co 
36 

deposits in the I1aranaki Up18nds, 

but it Wo.3 not until 1920 that the first coal Vias mined 

in l\iortni;;astern Taranaki. '2his 'Nas the lId Stockman 

l..ine on the I~jokau idvcr. H<VBver, this mine and several 

other small colleries within the region had very little 

influence on the settlement pattern -(see reference 37 

for a description of these mines). 

frhe only mine to have any influence on the distribu-

tion of popuL:1 tion was the :8gmont colliery, three miles north 

of trahora at 11 ang arakau , which was estE,blished in 1927. 

T'his mine supplied the coal for the :Public "Norks power 

station at Tangarakau. In 1929 seventy men were employed 

in installing moderrl machinery and generally modernising 

the mine. From production of 1180 tons in 1C)29 employing 

13 men, the mine's production rose to 13,554 tons produced 

by 50 men in 1930. By 1932 fifty-six men worked at the 

mine with an output of 26,557 tons in that year. Produc-

tion of coal, however, and the nUlllbsr of employees, declined 

from this 1932 peak and by 1934 thE/mine was closed. Total 

production had been 84,447 tons. The mine was closed, due 

to the stony nature of the S'eam, plus tha fact that nearly 
38 

half of the rem&..iningseam -m::1S unmarketable. The mine 

machinery was moved -to a new mine at Tatu, in the Chura V2.1-

ley, and the hores of the mine providing a valuable indus-

try for Tanp;arakau, now the railway workers had gone, were 
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dashed. ~he main influence of the mine was in re-inforcing 

the growth of 'I'angar akau as an important focus of settlement 

from 1925 to 1 Its influence, however, like the railway, 

camp was ephemeral, and had little lasting influence on 

the settlement patt0rn of the on. 

Coal mining failed to provide any permanent basis for 

settlement. The numbers employed and production figures 

were low (see reference 34). The mines were located in 

remote areas necessitating expensive equipment such as 

aerial ropeways and tramlines to transport the coal to 

the nearest outlet. ':"coads to the mines ','{ere poor and the 

vaf':~lries of river transport meant that the industry had 

difficulty in establishing and maintaining production. 

From 1926 to 1945 the popul on of inland North 

.r:.astern Taranaki declined drastically (Fig. 3.1). 

,dthin,Vhangamomona County between 1926 and 1936 the 

.population loss was less than five percent. In Clifton 

County an increGse of ten to twenty percent was registered. 

211ese figures encompass both the hillcountry and lowland 

areas of the county and an examination of the figures 

for the tvv'O ridings, lliokau and Uruti, that encompassed 

the hill country, showed a definite decline. 

The apparent anomaly wi thin ~'vhangamomona County of 

only a small loss in population during a period that 

included a severe depression and definite abandonment of 

holdings ( • 5.1) can be partially explained by the 
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absence of a census in 1931. A census in that year would 

have shown an increase in population vii thin t;he county 

from 1926 to 1931, for several reasons. The solid progress 

made in the latter stages of the 1920's in the fight against 

deterioration vvould have meant a sts.bilisation in the declin

ing rural population .. Secondly, the est!.:lblishraenWf a size

able population centred on the iTangarakau construction camp 

and coal mine would have been reflected in the census. 

blthough this concentratiun of population was shortlived, 

its decline was not as spectacular as its growth and res

idual elements of this population most likely remained for 

several years. These elements compensated for the definite 

loss in population in the farming sector. Another factor 

that could have contributed to this lack of growth was the 

reluctance of farmers to inunediately abandon their farms 

and join ~he ranks of the uQemployed in the urban areas. 

Il.. t lea3 t; farmers had their breakfast tables supplied and 

it was not till the position became untenable that farmers 

left their holdings. 

The loss in population between 1936 and 1945 was, 

however , definite and drastic (Big. 3.1). ,~hangamomona 

County's declined 34/0 and Olifton County's 121b. rhe low

land area within Clifton County has biased the figures, and 

in the hill country ridings of l.lokau and Uruti, the decline 

was more on a par with the loss of population experienced 

by.Jhangamomona County. rrhis accelerated population loss 

was due to widespread abandonment of farras as deterioration 
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increased in scope and intensity, forcing farmers to leave 

their holdings. 

Before proceeding to an examination of the location 

of deterioration and the associated loss in population, it 

is instructive to look at the development of deterioration 

in the Aotuhia area where the most spectacular abandonment 

within the region took place. In the early 1920's this 

area supported 30 to 40 settlers and their families, but by 

1944 only one or two settlers remained. '1'he stock carrying 

capacity of tbe pastures in this region reached a peak in 

about ten years. With the decline in fertility from the 

ash of the first bush 'burn' and the lack of topdressing, 

pastures gradually deteriorated. Consequently, there was 

a drop in stock numbers, to ~~ he stage where heavy reversion 

reached uncontrollable proportions. rrhe settlers l.,rere forced 

to abandon their properties from 1930 to 1937. Graziers 

then moved into these abandoned areas "their sole purpose 

is to get the maximum returns from the area with almost 

no expenditure beyond keeping their holdings stock proof. 

Deterioration accelerated with an ul time_te loss in all 
39 

improvements. II '1'his was the sequence of deterioration in 

..tiotuhia and it was typical of the other areas of deteriorated 

and abandoned land vdthin .North-Lastern 'llaranaki. 

In delimiting the location of deterioration, the 

distribution of the vegetation associated with this 

phenomena, is an accurate indication of its location. 

THE LlIilRAR'f 
UNIVERS'TY OF CANTERBCJRT 

CHRISTCHUkCH. "LZ. 
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Furthermore, the distribution of scrub llild scattered 

grass "generally represents the limits of past attempts at 
40 

il.. map of the vegetation cover can be reasonably 

indicative therefore of the areas where population loss 

occurred, becau~)e of the high correlation bet-ween deteriora-

tion and abandonment of holdings. rhe data used for this 

vegetation map (Fig. 5.6) was collected in 1958, but the 

distribution of scrub and scattered grass at this time 

gives a relatively accurate indication of the situation as 

it existed in 19l~5. Between 1945 end 1958 the population 

of 1~orth.Bastern:rar8_naki declined further and developmEtt 

work has been limited. If anything, the map errs on the 

side of leniency as the area of scrub and scattered grass 

was, most probably, ater in extent in 1945. It must 

be remembered that this map represents the total result 

of deterioration since it first developed. However, by 

combining the use of this map with a comparison of the 

sequence of maps on population distribution, an accurate 

delineation of the location of population loss since 1926 

can be made. 

'rhe expansion of deterioration from 1926 to 1945 

confirmed closely to the locational extent of deterior~tion 

noted in Chapter IV. Deterioration occurred mainly along 

the steeper slopes of the valleys along which the penetra-

tion of settlement had occurred from the two main axes; 

the Stratford to Chura railwa,Y and road and the main coastal 
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hir;hvmy. Distance 9.1 one , from the main cOTIununic9..tion routes, 

was not a ecific criterion of deterior&tion as 1 areas, 

such as Strathmore-ire "era, Uruti and Tangaponutu distmts, 

astride these main routes,all suffered serious deterioration. 

'rhe areas still rmed were on the whole small, , and 

confined to the narrO'N river flats, so characteristic of the 

region, with the slopes of valley usually clothed in 

scrub.rhe only compact areas of grass were in the 

.i11angamomona-Kohunatahi [,rea 21ld the lower velleys of 

the Uruti and 'J:anSEtporutu rivers. i-tevcrsion also occurred 

on the more difficult portions of these areas of relatively 

easy contour, forming extensive belts of scrub lying between 

the occupied grasslands and forest. (Fig. 5. 6) . 

.uurini::: tLis pt'riod, the settlement pattern contrctcted 

before the steadily encroaching scrub and secondary e;rowth. 

l 'arms survived in the vall floors, near the centres of 

cOIIllIlunication and v,here dairy cows could be us to supple-

ment -incomes. (1':.L1'1" g. S.?) , 1 t" 1 "d d ~ _ ~ ~opu a lon oss was Wl esprea , 

beine; very few areas that remained unaffected. In 

,1hangamomona County the greatest population loss vms in 

tho .:..otuhia and dhcmgamomona Valley, the 'raror a-Tanganakau 

district and the area around Te Iwera and Pohokura.These 

vvere the main concen tr!J tions of population loss, but many 

isolated sections throughout the county were abandoned. 

I1he pattern in Clifton County was very simi lar, abandonment 

occuring mainly along the narrow valleys that provided the 
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b~sic structure of settlement. There was, however, an 

absence of lc~ge areas of abandonment similar to that which 

occurred in~~hangamomona County. As the economic base of 

the region declined, so did the importance of the larger 

townships, such as l.hangamomona, cmd smaller centres like 

Tongaporutu and Urubi. ...illforcing this decline was the 

gradual improvement of communications cmd the increasing 

importance of the motor car.rhe small centres supplying 

the needs of the local cotlmuni ty became increasingly 

redundant as the links with the market tovms of lowland 

raranaki were strengthened. 

Cverall the Bettlement pattern contracted drastically 

in this period, the settlement pattern in 1945 (Fig. 5.7~ 

being restricted and confined mainly to the narrow valley 

flats and more fertile lov'ler slopes. Settlement within 

the region had reached its nadir. 

CCNCLUJII,N: 

ihe reasons for the decline in the population on 

contraction could be summed up in the one word 'deteriora

tion' of pasture. The basic reasons for deterioration 

have been discussed fully in the previous chapter. The 

period from 1926 to 1945, saw the intensification of 

deterioration due to the depression and the severe drop 

in the prices of primary produce. It was these economic 

factors that led to the increased incidence of deterioration 

and which halted the progressive and positive attempts made 
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to halt deterioration in the late 1920's. This lack of 

income from farming meant that capit81 was not available 

for normal naintenance work, let alone redevelopment of 

reverted areas. b.lso, the increasing trend towards diary-

ing and fat lamb raising on the valley flats and lower 

hill slopes meant that the steeper hill country was fre-

quently neglected, facilitating the expansion of secondary 

growth. 'l!he financial provision3 of the deterioruted 
.. 

Lands Act of 1925 alone were insufficient to compensate for 

the decrease in income from farming. Attempts to combat 

deteriorE:tion only placed incretudng financial burdens on 

farmers' shoulders until they were forced to abandon their 

fGrms. 

}'re:luently mentioned factors such as the small size 

of hold , ~he lack of access poor state of communi-

cations generally were a~centuating factors to this econ-

omic situation. Levy noted that "access, however, is not 

the primary consid ion as much of the land on the main 

road from "era to i'lhangamomona ... vill show. The size of 

holdings also had no significance •.•• small holdings, however, 
41 

in thc"t class of country are hopeless ll
• Atten~ts to ease 

the financial si tua,tion \ere seen in Government 105isla tion, 

sucll as the 1~ortgagors Helief Act of 1931 and the liural 

~ortgages Final ~djustment Act of 1935. This legislation 

was able to ease the situation with mortgage and rent con-

cessions, but they \ere unable to halt large scale abandon-

ment. 
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Jrhe year, 1945, saw perhaps the logical ending of 

fifty years of hasty 2.Jld ill-advised settlement. lUl 

that remained was the basic 'skeleton' of (Fig. 5.7) what 

had been a relatively extensive network of settlement. 

'i1he areas where settlement survived were the remnants 

of the whole range evolution of settlement since the early 

1890's. They represented, therefore, a stable base from 

which any future development and expansion of settlement 

w~s most likely to take place. 
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Plate lX 

Part of the exotic forest· at Te 

Wera - a TJointer to the future. 
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Plate X 

Reversion - a typical hill slope 

in the Whanganromona Valley. 
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Survey development blocks at M:ohakatino and Mount Dampier are the o~ 

areas of large scale development tIlat occur in relatively undeveloped 

areas. Otherwise development by the individual farmer bas been concen

trated on alr(;ady occupied holdings and by the State in more well 

established areas suoh as Kohuratahi and Uruti. The camp for Forestry 

workers has been established at Te Wera reinforcing the tend of a 

concentration of population in already settled area. With the advent of 

better roads and increasing numbers of motoroars in the post-war period, 

the beach resorts of North Taranaki lave undergone considerable growth. 

At urenui, '~Vai-iti, Tongaporutu and Mokau there has been a large increase 

in the number of noliday cottages or 'baches'. These resorts experience 

a large growth in population during the summer holi~s but suoh increases 

are ephemeral and have little permanent influence on the distribution of 

population. 

CONCLUSION: 

CHAPTER.1£! 

The oontemporary landscape of North Eastern Taranaki, as in 1945, is still 

at a • pioneering' or developmental stage. Franklin's description of the 

;iiestern Uplands of the iiorth Island as a whole, can be applied equally well 

to North Eastern Taranaki. "The areas and communi ties within this region 

are characteristically pioneer in their relative undeveloped state, their 

isolation, their great need for roads and other capital works, the over

whelming importance of primary industry, the relative absence of nucleated 

settlement and the youthfulness and high masculinity of their populations." 

17 settlers still require government assistance and favourable economio 

oonditions to aid their establishment and development. 



Plate Xl 

The effect of reversion - an abandoned 

wool shed - Whangamomona Valley. 
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The cultural landscape reflects not only these developmental characteristics 

;Jut also is a reflection of large areas of unsuccessful settlement. From 

the lowland areas of Taranaki roads strike inland. into a landscape that 

is immature, untid¥ and scarred by ero sion. Alone the se routes the well 

established pasture on the narrow valley flats, contrasts vividly with 

the large areas of scattered grass and scrub that dominate the higher slopes 

and ridges that have been cleared of native forest. Scattered intermittently 

are areas of felled and burnt scrub that are reminders of the continuing 

processes of uevelopment. Sid.e roads, usually of clay c:r'metal, often 

peter out into tracks as they reach the limits of the settled area. ~n 

the isolated valleys and areas of abandoned settlement, derelict houses 

and farm wildings, run down fences and bridges often standing isolated 

in a sea of scrub are mute testimony to unsuccessful attempts at settlement. 

18 Not only are the occupied areas immature and untidy, settlement has 

also failed to penetrate deeply into the region. From the air, the over

whelming impression is of large areas of rugged hill country clothed in 

dense native bush broken indeterminently and infrequently by the narrow 

'ribbon like' lines of settlement penetration. 

Development since 1945 has failed to alter the basic appearance of the 

landscape or the location of settlers. With the only likelihood of large 

scale expansion in settlement being associated with forestry, 

the settlement pattern is likely to remain very similar to that which 

exists at the present time. 



Plate XII 

The Whangamomona Valley Road - once 

a busy road serving the Aotuhia area. 
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CHAPTER VII - CONCLUSION: 

The evolution of the settlement pattern of' Norith 

Eastern Taranaki was the result of the complex interaction 

between a number of different themes. The evolution of 

this pattern was characteristically different to that 

seen in the development of the settlement pattern of 

Lowland Taranaki. In the Lowland area the settlement 

gradually evolved through a successive nu.'Ilber of stages 

to reach its final maturity, characterised by a dense 

rural population and regular cO~'Ilunication network. 

In NorthEastern Taranaki the order was reversed. 

Settlement reached its greatest ex,tent and density 

during the initial period. After t}e initial impetus 

was spent the population declined steadily with a 

consequent contraction in the settlement pattern. The final 

pattern which evolved was more stable and suited to the 

potential of the country than the initial period of 

development. In this sense it is a more logical pattern 

in that settlement has reached the stage whereby a full 

expl.oi tation of the potential of the region can occur. 
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At different stages in the evolution of this 

settlement pattern certain basic themes, such as 

Government legislation and economic conditions have 

contributed to the distinctive processes operative at 

that time. However, one major theme which has had a 

continual influence on the evolution of settlement 

emerges. This basic theme has been the influence of 

the physical environment. The relief, soils, climate 

and vegetation have all continued to limit and shape 

the extent, location and progress of settlement. The 

decline in settlement, evident through much of the 

period, was due initially to an insufficient appreCiation 

of the problems involved in settling this type of 

country and the injudicious haste at which 

much of the settlement took place. The progress of 

settlement since then has been concentrated on mants 

attempts to uti:tise the land to its fullest possible 

extent and to encounter the problems that evolved. The 

present settlement pattern is primarily the result of 

these attempts and the ac·eommodation and adaption that 

the physical environment forced upon the location of 

settlers and their economic activities. 

It is for this reason that the present landscape 



and settlement pattern can only be comple~y 

comprehended by an appreciation of the historical 

context of settlers' attempts to adapt to a difficult 

environment. These attempts at accommedation and the 

utilisation of the physical enviro:Qment in the past 

are still indubitably apparent today. 
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